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A B S T R A C T

Research on model-based engineering (MBE) has occasionally touched upon the relationship between devel-
opment processes and concrete MBE practices. However, the alignment of these elements has rarely been the
central focus of these studies. As a result, important questions regarding the alignment of MBE and development
processes, as well as the impact of development processes on the utilization and success of MBE, have remained
unanswered.

To address this research gap, we conducted a multiple-case study involving 14 individuals from nine
different companies, conducting a total of 12 interviews. Building upon seven propositions derived from
existing literature, our investigation sought to understand how MBE is aligned with the development process
and explore the application of MBE in this context. Additionally, we identified challenges and needs in this
area.

Our findings challenge some previously reported results, such as the perceived conflicts between agile
development processes and MBE. Furthermore, we unearthed previously unreported issues, like the importance
of considering the perspectives of tool vendors in MBE discussions.

Overall, this paper makes a significant contribution by providing a comprehensive and up-to-date per-
spective on how MBE is integrated into development processes, along with an examination of the social and
organizational aspects inherent to these processes.

Editor’s note: Open Science material was validated by the Journal of Systems and Software Open Science Board.
1. Introduction

Rigorous development processes are crucial for the development
of complex systems and software. There is a multitude of standards
(e.g., for systems and software engineering (ISO et al., 2023, 2017))
and assessment frameworks (e.g., SPICE (ISO and IEC, 2021) or its
automotive-specific derivative Automotive SPICE (Automotive SIG and
VDA, 2023)) prescribing development process reference models, which
aim at improving product quality through a high process quality. Such
process reference models describe lifecycle phases and work products
that companies should pass and create and tailor towards their spe-
cific needs. Independently of whether companies follow such reference
models, they typically document their intended development processes
through corresponding descriptions and guidelines. Even if a process is
ad-hoc and undocumented, the development still follows this process.
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Beyond development processes that are the basis for any devel-
opment approach, model-based engineering (MBE) is one concrete
development approach that aims at coping with the complexity of sys-
tems or software under development. It does so by building abstractions
of the real world. Depending on the purposes of the MBE applica-
tion, on the degree of its intensity and pervasiveness in a company,
and on the engineering discipline and development lifecycle contexts,
MBE promises to facilitate system understanding and communication
through abstraction, to increase productivity through automation, or to
improve the quality of the system under development, inter alia. In this
study, we deliberately use the term model-based engineering to indicate
that we consider any formality level of modeling (i.e., from whiteboard
sketches to automatic model exploitation) and also independent of
engineering disciplines.
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However, the actual alignment of development processes with MBE
is not yet sufficiently investigated. There are plenty of both qualitative
and quantitative studies on MBE that touch process, organizational, or
social aspects but do not focus on their actual alignment and inter-
play: Baker et al. (2005), Mohagheghi and Dehlen (2008), Mohagheghi
et al. (2009), Hutchinson et al. (2011a,b, 2014), Whittle et al. (2014),
Torchiano et al. (2011, 2013), Tomassetti et al. (2012), Whittle et al.
(2013, 2017), Burden et al. (2014), Amorim et al. (2019), Liebel
et al. (2018) and Liebel and Knauss (2023). Other MBE studies do not
touch these aspects at all: Dobing and Parsons (2006), Reggio et al.
(2013, 2014), Forward and Lethbridge (2008), Agner et al. (2013),
Mohagheghi et al. (2013), Gorschek et al. (2010, 2014), Liebel et al.
(2019) and David et al. (2023). Consequently, Hebig and Bendraou
(2014) formulate in their literature review the need to study the impact
of MBE on development processes.

In this paper, we contribute to this need and investigate the align-
ment of MBE with the development processes it is embedded in. To do
so, we conducted a qualitative multiple-case study encompassing 12
interviews with 14 persons from nine companies.

We formulated three research questions (RQs) to guide the study:

RQ1 How is MBE aligned with the development process?

RQ2 How and why are which model(ing) kinds, languages, and tools
applied in different phases of the development process?

RQ3 What are practitioners’ challenges and needs regarding the align-
ment of MBE with development processes?

In the context of the literature mentioned above, RQ1 and RQ3 have not
been considered yet. In contrast, questions similar to RQ2 have been
considered in the literature (e.g., in Torchiano et al. (2011), Tomassetti
et al. (2012), Torchiano et al. (2013), Reggio et al. (2013), Dobing
and Parsons (2006) and Liebel et al. (2019)). However, we included
this question to understand the context of the MBE application in the
studied cases. We also added the notion that the use of model kinds,
languages, and tools can change during the development process.

Based on the research questions, we derived seven propositions
from the literature (in particular w.r.t. RQ1). We then mapped these
propositions to the questions in a semi-structured interview guide to
systematically conduct the study and elicit answers for our RQs.

Overall, our contribution is an up-to-date empirically grounded
overview of how practitioners see and apply model-based engineering
and thus paints a picture of the current state of MBE and its use
in modern development processes. Many of our findings provide a
contrast to existing literature and provide deeper insights into the
drivers and challenges of using MBE in state-of-the-art systems and
software development. Based on our propositions, we identify that:

• whether the tool or the process is adapted when MBE is intro-
duced depends on the size of the organization and its influence
on the tool vendor;

• process-mature companies deliberately describe their develop-
ment processes in a coarse-grained and tool-agnostic manner
and complement these descriptions with tool-specific modeling
method guidelines;

• agile development and MBE do not impede each other — but
rather a lack of suitable tools and methods as well as a lack of
knowledge might impede an agile way of working using MBE;

• safety standards and process standards are a major driver for
adoption of MBE, and industrial de-facto standards influence the
choice of modeling languages;

• the majority but not all companies in our sample apply expert
teams to institutionalize MBE;

• the value of models changes across different phases of the devel-
opment lifecycle, depending on their purpose and model mainte-
2

nance over time;
• and the information exchange across organizational boundaries
using standardized exchange formats plays an important role in
MBE, and models of different kinds are involved in this.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The upcoming
section presents the related work mentioned above in a more de-
tailed manner. Section 3 describes our research method, and Section 4
sketches the profiles of the interviewees’ company affiliations. We then
present the study results in Section 5 and discuss them in Section 6,
before concluding in Section 7.

2. Related work

Various empirical studies have been published in the last two
decades focusing on the adoption of models and MBE in industry. In the
following, we summarize studies that cover the use of MBE in relation
to process, organizational and social aspects. Additionally, we briefly
review more general studies that investigate the adoption of MBE in
industry.

2.1. Studies on the application of MBE that cover process, organizational,
or social aspects

Baker et al. (2005) conduct an early qualitative case study reporting
experiences at Motorola over a period of 20 years, including successes
and failures. Besides the well-known benefits of MBE like productivity
and quality gains and a defect identification early in the development
lifecycle, they observed aspects related to the development process.
That is, Motorola initially struggled with the introduction of MBE due
to the lack of a well-defined development process resulting in trial and
error procedures, and due to an inflexibility regarding cultural changes.
To tackle these issues, Motorola introduced a rigorous top-down devel-
opment process accompanied by the development and deployment of
technologies and tools. They also installed a technical advisory board
supporting the application of MBE in several ways.

Mohagheghi and Dehlen (2008) conduct a systematic literature
review on industrial experience reports about the application of model-
driven engineering. Their findings indicate issues in the readiness
of software development processes for model-driven engineering. For
example, they state that model-driven engineering does not make any
assumptions about the processes, and the application of model-driven
engineering can be impeded by the lack of well-defined processes, re-
quired knowledge, and the ability to change the existing culture — also
citing (Baker et al., 2005). However, Mohagheghi and Dehlen (2008)
focus on model-driven engineering in the sense of using models only
as primary artifacts and on models only in the discipline of software
engineering.

In a follow-up paper, Mohagheghi et al. (2009) report on challenges
in the introduction of MBE elicited from two companies as part of two
research projects. They report that MBE ‘‘is a long-term investment and
needs customization of environment, tools and processes, and training’’.
Furthermore, they report on challenges regarding the integration of
tool chains, and propose to build expert teams to provide support in
adopting MBE in companies. However, a deeper investigation regarding
development processes and MBE is not in their scope.

In a series of studies to empirically investigate the industrial appli-
cation of MBE, Hutchinson et al. (2011a,b, 2014) and Whittle et al.
(2014) combine data from qualitative, semi-structured interviews with
practitioners from different companies and a quantitative questionnaire
survey.

Hutchinson et al. (2011a) investigate the introduction and adoption
of MBE through three qualitative case studies, selecting and aggregating
interviews from three companies from different industry sectors each.
Their results indicate that the success or failure of the introduction of
MBE practices is connected to organizational aspects; for example, a
company should be transparent about the goals of introducing MBE so

that the employees consider it meaningful.
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Hutchinson et al. (2011b) conduct a more general study on the
industrial state-of-the-art of the MBE application. In this study, they do
not only focus on the interviews from the three companies mentioned
above, but consider more interviews and complement them with the
results of an online questionnaire. Whereas the latter quantitative
part yields typical data on the kinds of applied modeling languages,
the reasons to apply MBE, etc., the former qualitative part yields
organizational, social, and educational aspects in the application of
MBE. Hutchinson et al. (2014) updates and aggregates the results
from Hutchinson et al. (2011a,b).

In summary, the studies by Hutchinson et al. do not consider the
alignment of the application of MBE with the development processes
that MBE is embedded in. Nevertheless, they yield interesting results
regarding organizational, social, and educational aspects of the ap-
plication of MBE, which partially match with some results of our
study.

In a different series of studies on MBE in the Italian industry, Torchi-
ano et al. (2011, 2013) and Tomassetti et al. (2012) conduct a quan-
titative questionnaire survey with software professionals. The results
presented by Torchiano et al. (2011) show that the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) (Object Management Group, 2023c) is mostly used
by the participating practitioners, whereas their process-related results
show which roles perform the actual modeling activities (i.e., mostly
architects, project managers, and software developers — but only few
domain experts).

Tomassetti et al. (2012) focus on the maturity of MBE, that is,
the application of more advanced MBE features like model interpre-
tation and transformation as well as code generation. To investigate
this aspect, they complement the results of the survey by interviews
with three of the participating practitioners. Their results show that
small companies are more mature in the application of MBE. Two of
their three interviewees assume that this is due to smaller companies
being more flexible regarding the application of new technologies, and
that there is more resistance in larger companies against such new
technologies due to threats to personal competence niches.

Torchiano et al. (2013) complement this interview result with the
authors’ assumption for a higher MBE maturity in small companies
that such companies might have more competitive pressure. However,
a deeper investigation of the alignment between the MBE application
with the development processes is not in the authors’ scope.

Re-analyzing the qualitative data of Hutchinson et al. (2011a, 2014)
and adding new data to it, Whittle et al. (2013, 2017) conduct a
qualitative study on the tooling aspects in the MBE application to
conceive a taxonomy of tooling-related MBE issues. For this purpose,
they select some of the interviews from Hutchinson et al. (2011a, 2014)
and complement them with further interviews from two companies
from different industry sectors. Whereas the study focuses on tooling
aspects, it again also considers organizational and social factors. One
key result is that the tools often impede following processes. However,
the actual alignment with the development processes is not considered.

Re-considering the findings of Hutchinson et al. (2011a, 2014) in
a different manner, Burden et al. (2014) conduct a qualitative multi-
case study based on interviews in three different companies operating
in partially different industry sectors. The authors validate or refute
the particular findings of Hutchinson et al. (2011a, 2014). Relevant
to our study is the finding that agile development and MBE can be
applied together in a very successful way, although there are certain
impediments. Again, the authors do not consider the actual alignment
between MBE and development processes but touch some process and
organizational aspects.

Hebig and Bendraou (2014) conduct a systematic literature review
on the impact of MBE on software development processes. Their main
findings regarding the surveyed approaches yield that in all approaches
the processes make assumptions about the application of MBE, that
in approximately half of the approaches the processes were tailored
3

to the MBE applications, and that the general topic has to be studied
more extensively — thereby also motivating our study. However, the
surveyed approaches were not exclusively limited to industrial case
studies, and the focus was on the software engineering discipline.

Amorim et al. (2019) conduct a qualitative interview study followed
by validation through a questionnaire survey to elicit best practices
in the introduction of Model-Based Systems Engineering in sectors
developing embedded systems. They state that processes and tools
in this context are strongly intertwined, and the interviews and best
practices yield that open tool interfaces are important, tooling is costly
so that it has to be planned thoroughly, processes should be rigorously
documented so that the tool application is easier, and that training
is important but should be conducted by technical personnel and
not by sales people. However, their focus is on Model-based Systems
Engineering and the embedded systems industry.

In a survey conducted with 113 industry practitioners in the embed-
ded systems domain, we find that models are used to address various
concerns in systems engineering (Liebel et al., 2018). Whereas the study
focuses primarily of general benefits and shortcomings of models and
MBE, several process-related concerns are revealed, such as difficulties
in interoperability between modeling tools and difficulties integrating
models into the development process.

In the context of requirements models, the second author conducted
an in-depth case study in the telecommunications domain on the use of
models in agile software development (Liebel and Knauss, 2023). The
authors find that requirements models are used to effectively maintain
system-level knowledge of the requirements, while agile teams focus
on smaller increments in terms of user stories. The models thus help
to connect different methodological islands in the company. The study
further reveals a number of trade-off decisions with respect to fidelity
of models and tooling, for example, to use automated layout to allow
for the use of text-based models that can be maintained in traditional
version control systems alongside with source code.

2.2. Further studies on the industrial application of MBE

After an initial literature review and preliminary qualitative in-
terviews with practitioners, Dobing and Parsons (2006) conduct a
quantitative survey on the usage of different model kinds provided by
the UML in its version 1.5. The main results are that the model kinds of
classes, use cases, and interactions are the most frequently used ones.
Furthermore, the study raises historically quite early the issue that the
UML might be too complex. However, process-related aspects are not
in the authors’ scope.

Similarly, Reggio et al. (2013, 2014) conduct a quantitative study
on the usage of the different model kinds in the UML version 2.4.1. The
authors gain similar results, but process-related aspects are again not
considered.

Forward and Lethbridge (2008) conduct a quantitative question-
naire survey amongst practitioners with the aim of comparing their
experiences regarding MBE as well as non-MBE approaches. Their
findings show that MBE approaches are better for communication and
understandability than non-MBE approaches, but it is harder for MBE
approaches to keep models and generated code in synchronization and
establish traceability between them. However, process-related aspects
are not in their scope.

Agner et al. (2013) conduct a quantitative questionnaire survey
amongst industrial practitioners in Brazil to investigate the usage of
UML in the context of embedded software development. Their main
results yield that UML in this context is considered complex and mainly
used, if at all, for rather lightweight purposes like improving commu-
nication and understanding. Although stating the known MBE benefits
of improving quality and productivity, the participants rarely use more
advanced MBE features like model transformation or code generation.
Besides the narrow focus on UML and embedded software development,

process-related aspects are not in the authors’ scope.
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In the context of a joint research project, Mohagheghi et al. (2013)
conduct three qualitative case studies with three companies from dif-
ferent industry sectors. The three cases are very different in their scopes
and the research methods, and Mohagheghi et al. describe mainly
technical results of positive and negative aspects in the application
or introduction of model-driven engineering. An investigation of the
alignment of MBE with the development processes is not in their scope.

Gorschek et al. (2014) re-analyze the data from their quantitative
large-scale questionnaire survey (Gorschek et al., 2010) with a focus on
the use of design models before coding. For this purpose, they relate the
demographic data regarding roles, experience, etc. with the question
whether the participants apply design models for guiding their actual
software development activities. Their results yield that the sample
of participants rarely or never uses design models in this context.
Except for the demographic questions on the participants’ roles, no
process-related aspects are considered.

In a case study at two automotive companies conducted by the
second author (Liebel et al., 2019), we find that models are used in a re-
quirements engineering context to improve communication and to man-
age complexity. However, stakeholders prefer whiteboard sketches over
formal modeling notations. The study focuses on models in require-
ments engineering only, and does not specifically consider processes
or MBE.

A recent study by David et al. (2023) investigates the application of
collaborative model-driven software engineering in the industry. For
this purpose, they conduct qualitative interviews with seven practi-
tioners as part of two focus groups and complement them with data
from a quantitative questionnaire survey. However, the study focuses
on technical features and needs on them regarding collaboration in the
context of model-driven software development and does not consider
process-related aspects.

3. Research method

Fig. 1 visualizes our research method, which we explain in this
section. In a nutshell, we conducted a multiple-case study by conduct-
ing interviews with practitioners from different companies (which we
consider individual cases) with the goal to support or refute a number
of propositions that we derived from the related work.

3.1. Study Design

Since we are conducting an exploratory case study (Runeson et al.,
2012), we use an inductive approach without a specified theory at
the beginning of the study. As visualized through the super-activity
Study Design in Fig. 1, we formulated the goal as well as the RQs and
n parallel conducted a literature study from which we derived seven
ropositions for RQ1 and RQ2 (see Table 1). These propositions present
limited set of statements made in relation to our research questions

nd allow for the exploration of the study topic without limiting the
cope. We deliberately did not derive propositions for RQ3, to not
estrict the focus on challenges and needs.

We used a semi-structured interview guide for the data collection,
onsisting of 5 demographic questions and 19 questions. We created
he interview guide based on our RQs and propositions, maintaining
inks between the interview questions and the RQs as well as hypothe-
es. We provide the interview guide including the mapping of the
ropositions to the particular questions as part of our supplementary
aterial (Holtmann et al., 2023).

Note that during the interviews, we neither defined exactly what we
nderstood as a model nor what we considered a process description or
odeling method. We therefore gave the interviewees the freedom to
se their own understanding of these concepts without having to map
hem to an unfamiliar definition.
4

Fig. 1. Our research method: Based on a review of the literature, we created seven
propositions that we then evaluated based on interviews in a multiple-case study.

3.2. Data Collection

The super-activity Data Collection in Fig. 1 visualizes our data
collection process. We used purposive sampling, more specifically ex-
pert sampling (Etikan et al., 2016) to identify practitioners that are
using MBE in the development of software systems. The population for
the sampling was the pool of combined contacts of the authors. We
created an initial list of about 50 candidates who were known for being
familiar with MBE. From this list, we selected 18 which we found most
suitable based on their prior experience. We also selected participants
for diversity, considering their roles, the industry they work in as well
as the size of the organization.

After contacting these 18 practitioners, we got agreements for inter-
viewing 14. Table 2 provides an overview of these 14 interviewees and
their affiliations. We interviewed three people from the same company
in a focus group interview FG (see row 3 in Table 2). The remaining
11 persons were interviewed separately. We were able to interview
two practitioners each from the automotive tool vendor / consulting
company, the printing company, and the space / industry / innovation
company (see rows 5–6, 9–10, and 11–12 in Table 2, respectively). The
remaining 5 practitioners belong to individual companies. In summary,
we conducted 12 interviews with 14 persons (i.e., one focus group
with three persons and 11 single-person interviews) from 9 companies
operating in heterogeneous industry sectors.

All interviews were conducted by the first author of this paper, with
one of the other authors assisting in the majority of them. The interview

time ranged between 48 and 107 min.
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Table 1
Propositions from related work.

No. Description RQ References

P1 Processes, modeling methods, and modeling tools have to fit to each other. When MBE is introduced,
either the process has to be adapted, or the tools have to be customized or newly developed.

RQ1 Hebig and Bendraou (2014) and Whittle
et al. (2013, 2017)

P2 Development processes are not tailored to MBE, and MBE does not make any assumptions on the
development process.

RQ1 Mohagheghi and Dehlen (2008)

P3 Agile development processes and MBE impede each other. RQ1 Kuhrmann et al. (2022) and Bucchiarone
et al. (2020)

P4 External regulations or industrial de-facto standards foster and push MBE. RQ1 Whittle et al. (2013, 2017)
P5 MBE should be supported through expert teams in order to be successful. RQ1 Baker et al. (2005) and Mohagheghi

et al. (2009)
P6 The value of different kinds of models changes throughout the different phases of the development

lifecycle.
RQ2 Stachowiak (1973)

P7 Certain models are used as boundary objects to exchange information between methodological islands. RQ2 Liebel and Knauss (2023)
Table 2
Overview interviewees and companies.

Row Type Company Role ID

1 Interviewa Corporation A Safety expert Int1

2 Interview Electronics & tool vendor Software developer Int2

3 Focus group Multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1
Software architect

FGScrum master / project manager
Development manager

4 Interview Multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2 Meta-automation consultant Int3

5 Interviewa
Automotive tool vendor / consulting Solution engineer Int4

6 Interviewa Solution engineer Int5

7 Interview Automotive OEM Key account manager Int6

8 Interviewa Automotive tier-1 supplier Technology advisor Int7

9 Interview Printing Performance modeling researcher Int8
10 Interview System architect Int9

11 Interview Space / industry / innovation CTO Int10
12 Interview Unit manager Int11

a Throughout this paper, we translated the snippets from this interview from German.
One of the participants did not agree to recording the interview. We
nalyzed that interview based on our extensive notes. We transcribed
he first recorded interview manually. For the remaining interviews, we
sed the automatic transcription feature of Microsoft Teams to get an
nitial transcript. Afterwards, we refined the initial transcript by cor-
ecting transcription errors, resolving technical terms, and anonymiz-
ng. The first author transcribed all interviews except one verbatim,
nonymized, and sent them out for review to the interviewees who
pted for a review.

.3. Data Analysis

The super-activity Data Analysis in Fig. 1 visualizes the steps of this
inal part of our study. This activity follows thematic analysis (Cruzes
nd Dyba, 2011).

All authors initially coded a single transcript using open, descriptive
oding (Saldaña, 2015), closely connected to our RQs. We then jointly
greed on a codebook that was used to code all transcripts. To ensure
amiliarization with the data, we assigned coders so that they would
rocess transcripts of interviews they did not participate in.

After completing coding, we extracted statements into a virtual
hiteboard using Miro (RealtimeBoard, 2023). To do so, we used

he assigned codes to determine relevance to the RQs. In an iterative
ashion, we then grouped statements into related clusters and discussed
he resulting themes jointly.

.4. Threats to validity

We structure the threats to validity according to the taxonomy
f Runeson and Höst (2008) and Runeson et al. (2012).
5

3.4.1. Construct validity
The first author of the paper created the interview guide, which

he afterwards refined in multiple discussions with both co-authors.
By doing so, we reduced the possibility that the interviewees un-
derstand terms and definitions in a different way than the authors.
This procedure also helped us to identify questions that could be
considered suggestive. One focus of these discussions was the alignment
of the interview questions with the research questions and the seven
propositions we had identified.

All interviewees participated voluntarily and did not receive any
compensation. Furthermore, we sent a consent form at least one day
before the interview to inform all interviewees about the purpose of
the study, the interview and study procedures, and that we protect
their anonymity and confidentiality. The consent form was signed by all
interviewees. Moreover, the interviewees had the option of reviewing
and correcting their transcript (i.e., member checking (Candela, 2019)).
Thus, we expect that interviewees did not avoid certain topics and
answered our questions truthfully.

Finally, it was always the case that at least one of the interviewing
authors had not only a professional but also a personal connection
with the interviewees. This ensured an open and friendly interview
atmosphere, so that the interviewees did not hesitate to ask questions
if understandability or other issues occurred. We used open questions
exclusively to avoid biasing the participants and to avoid situations
where they tried to guess what the interviewer wanted to hear.

3.4.2. Internal validity
To reduce the possibility that a single interview has too much

influence on the study results, we used data triangulation in different
places. Where possible, we interviewed multiple persons and roles per
company (see Table 2), so that single persons with strong opinions
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did not have too much impact. Furthermore, we interviewed persons
from heterogeneous industry sectors and engineering disciplines to get
a diverse picture. Finally, we extracted clusters of statements that were
mentioned by multiple interviewees, so company affiliations did not
have too much influence.

To establish continuity during data collection, the first author led all
interviews with the same interview guide (Holtmann et al., 2023), in
many interviews with the assistance of one of the other two authors
on a rotating basis. However, semi-structured interviews allow free-
dom in the order of the questions, through follow-up questions and
the general flow of the interview. We mitigated this threat through
member checking by giving the interviewees the option to review their
transcripts.

3.4.3. External validity
The external validity of case studies is low by nature. Thus, we

cannot and do not intend to claim that the study results are gener-
alizable to other companies or to their respective or other industry
sectors. However, current research on qualitative research shows that
our number of interviews is well within the range sufficient to reach
saturation (Hennink and Kaiser, 2022) and that case studies do have
strengths in terms of theoretical generalizability (Tsang, 2014).

In addition, development processes, our study topic, are firmly con-
nected to people, and we argue that a case study is a well-suited means
to yield such interpersonal and thereby ‘‘softer’’ aspects. Nevertheless,
we can mitigate the threat to a certain extent by triangulating statement
clusters mentioned by multiple people from heterogeneous companies
and industry clusters.

There exists a potential selection bias, as the first and third author
approached contacts who they collaborated with as part of different
research projects. While participation was voluntarily, this could lead
to a biased set of interviewees, for example, being particularly positive
towards MBE or connected to research topics.

3.4.4. Reliability
In terms of the case study design, we reduced reliability threats

particularly by plenty of internal discussions between all authors on the
interview guide and the coding. Additionally, we conducted the data
analysis jointly through discussion-intensive synchronization meetings.

For transparency and potential replication by other researchers, we
provide all material that does not harm the anonymization and confi-
dentiality of our interviewees in our supplemental material Holtmann
et al. (2023). This encompasses the semi-structured interview guide,
the codebook, the blank informed consent form that our interviewees
signed to participate, and the blank mail for inviting the interviewees
to the study participation.

To avoid subjective judgement during the transcription, the first au-
thor transcribed all but the first of the interviews with the assistance of
the automatic transcription service of Microsoft Teams and subsequent
manual refinement. However, the abstraction and categorization of the
coded statements is, to some extent, subjective. As mentioned above,
we mitigated this by a joint and discussion-intensive data analysis.

4. Case companies

Table 2 lists the interviewees as well as their company affiliations.
For giving an impression of the particular company sizes, we use the
categorization of the European Union based on employee numbers:
micro-size enterprises employ < 10 persons, small enterprises employ
10–49 persons, medium-sized companies employ 50–249 persons, and
6

large enterprises employ > 250 persons.
4.1. Corporation A

Corporation A is a Germany-based large enterprise with many
national and international subsidiaries employing a six-digit number
of people. The business areas are automation and digitalization in the
industry, infrastructure for buildings, decentralized energy systems,
mobility solutions in the railway and automotive sectors, and medical
technology. The interviewee Int1 (see row 1 in Table 2) is an expert
in the area of model-based safety assurance and chose to focus on their
experiences from supporting a business unit in the railway sector in the
interview.

4.2. Electronics & tool vendor

The electronics & tool vendor is a Germany-based large enterprise
ith international subsidiaries and employs a four-digit number of
eople. It particularly supports customers in the automotive sector, but
lso in avionics and industrial manufacturing. The company provides
heterogeneous portfolio of services ranging from testing, simulation,

nd validation via engineering and consulting to training and support.
he interviewee Int2 (see row 2 in Table 2) reported about their

experiences from their former position at this company, where they had
the position of a software developer for MBE tools and applied MBE in
the development of these tools.

4.3. Multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1

This company is a Swedish branch of an India-based large enter-
prise with international subsidiaries. The overall enterprise employs
a six-digit number of people. The branch develops and distributes
different kinds of software and tools, particularly for MBE and for
domain-specific languages. The group interview we conducted FG en-
compasses a software architect, a Scrum master/project manager, and
a development manager (see row 3 in Table 2). They reported on
their own experiences with customers and on insights from different
customers, particularly a large telecommunication enterprise but also
from customers in regulated medicine and military sectors.

4.4. Multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2

The multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2 company is a
Netherlands-based micro-sized enterprise. It develops MBE tools par-
ticularly for domain experts (i.e., not for software engineers) based
on domain-specific languages and provides corresponding consulting
services. In this context, the meta-automation consultant Int3 (see row
4 in Table 2) particularly reported on their experiences on building
MBE tooling for tax law and on the feedback from a tax office, but also
on experiences with customers from other sectors.

4.5. Automotive tool vendor / consulting

The automotive tool vendor / consulting company is a Germany-
based large enterprise employing persons in the four-digit range. It
develops MBE and other software tools for application in the auto-
motive embedded sector as well as automotive software and hardware
components using their own tools. The team that both interviewees are
affiliated with does not follow a strict development or MBE process, but
rather adheres to the particular processes of the customers and project
partners. The solution engineer Int4 (see row 5 in Table 2) works as part
of research projects and to a lesser extent directly with customers, so
that they chose to report on insights from industrial project partners
and colleagues working for the industry. The solution engineer Int5
(see row 6 in Table 2) reports on their insights from different customers
in the automotive domain.
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4.6. Automotive OEM

This company is a Sweden-based large enterprise employing persons
in the five-digit range and acts as an automotive original equipment
manufacturer (OEM). The key account manager Int6 (see row 7 in
Table 2) has a good overview of the development processes and MBE
application within the different departments and reported about these
insights.

4.7. Automotive tier-1 supplier

This company is a Germany-based large enterprise employing per-
sons in the five-digit range and acts as an automotive tier-1 supplier.
The technology advisor Int7 (see row 8 in Table 2) works in a meth-
ods and tools department defining standards for and supporting the
company’s particular business units and hence reported on the units’
development processes and MBE application.

4.8. Printing

The printing company is a Netherlands-based large enterprise em-
ploying persons in the four-digit range. The company is one of the
leading companies for the development of products in digital printing
and document management. Furthermore, the whole company is a
strong advocate of MBE across all engineering disciplines for the de-
velopment of their products. Interviewee Int8 (see row 9 in Table 2) is
currently a researcher in performance modeling, but also had different
roles like department head and project leader in the same company for
more than 20 years. Thus, they report on all of their company-specific
insights. The system architect Int9 (see row 10 in Table 2) works
in a MBE method and tools department that supports the company’s
business units directly within their projects, and they report on their
insights from this activity.

4.9. Space / industry / innovation

The space / industry / innovation company is a Sweden-based small
enterprise. Its business areas focus mainly on computer systems for
space missions (where the computer systems are not very safety-
critical) and on products in the industrial manufacturing sector. Beyond
its small size, the company is quite young and considers itself a startup.
Thus, they do not yet have strict development process descriptions in
place, and see MBE rather skeptical. They currently use models in the
form of informal drawings. The interviewee Int10 (see second to last
row in Table 2) is the chief technical officer of the company and reports
on their experiences as well as on their skepticism regarding MBE.
Similarly, the unit manager Int11 (see last row in Table 2) does not
only report about their processes and skepticism but also few insights
about their former affiliation.

5. Results

In the following, we present the results of our interviews derived
during the data analysis part of our methodology structured by the
different research questions.

5.1. RQ1: How is MBE aligned with the development process?

In the following, we cluster statements of our interviewees re-
garding the fit of MBE to development processes, the mentions and
anchoring of MBE in process descriptions, the institutionalization of
MBE, tool and process tailoring, agile development and MBE, and the
7

motivation for the application of MBE.
5.1.1. Fit of MBE to development processes
The approaches applied in the development have to fit to the

processes that guide the development (cf. proposition P1 in Table 1).
No interviewee reported that MBE does not fit or fits poorly with
the particular development processes of the companies. In contrast,
most interviewees stated that MBE fits well or very well with the
processes. Particularly, the interviewees working in the automotive
sector reported that the sector-specific de facto MBE standard AU-
TOSAR (AUTOSAR GbR, 2023) fits well to the sector-specific process
and safety standards Automotive SPICE (Automotive SIG and VDA,
2023) and ISO 26262 (ISO, 2018). Standing out, one interviewee from
the printing company emphasized the good fit:

‘‘Yeah, there’s no question about that [MBE fits to the development
process]. I mean, that is for everybody here clear. It’s not just for a
few, let’s say, advocates of MBE clear, it is basically for everybody
clear.’’ — Int9 (printing)

5.1.2. Mentions of MBE or tools in process and method descriptions
Proposition P2 in Table 1 stemming from Mohagheghi and Dehlen

(2008) states that development processes and the actual application
of MBE are independent of each other. We wanted to investigate this
aspect more deeply to also understand how MBE is anchored in the
development processes. For this purpose, we asked the interviewees
whether and how MBE is mentioned or even prescribed in the process
descriptions.

Most interviewees denied that MBE or modeling tools are mentioned
in the process descriptions. Particularly, the interviewees from the au-
tomotive sector reported that the process descriptions rather prescribe
the inputs and outputs of the process steps in a coarse-grained manner
instead of concrete recommendations how to apply MBE:

‘‘[MBE is mentioned] not in the process, because the process describes
what has to be delivered but not how. That is, it describes that require-
ments have to be delivered — whether they are specified in a model or
not, that is not of interest to the process.’’ — Int7 (automotive tier-1
supplier)

‘‘I’m thinking that process descriptions are not always detailed enough to
talk about what to do in which tool and so on. [...] And typically because
MBE contains the less firm information, the process descriptions are not
so clear in that area. They are more clear when it comes to the PDM
systems and factory systems and product documentation of the final
product. So therefore the MBE documentation in process descriptions is
rather weak, I would say.’’ — Int6 (automotive OEM)

When it comes to mentions or prescriptions of tools in process
escriptions, one interviewee from the multi-sector tool vendor /
onsulting 1 company had the opinion that they should not be mixed
p:

‘‘I don’t think [using a modeling tool or prescribing the usage of it]
belongs to the process. It’s more to the development environment that
exists. So the process I think is more like way of working, than the tools
that you use to work.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

However, there are typically tool-specific modeling method descrip-
ions applicable for the corresponding process steps, and these method
escriptions contain concrete recommendations how to specify and
xploit the particular model kinds in certain tools (e.g., tool-specific
odeling guidelines):

‘‘There is a process description and then there is a method description
for the respective tool. And then it’s a match, so to say, but there is
not the process description that says ‘you shall use this tool like that’,

typically.’’ — Int6 (automotive OEM)
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‘‘One comes from the process to the method, and in the method it
is specified for which process steps it is applied. That is, one has a
bidirectional traceability between both. But you can use the methods
multiple times. For example, you can apply behavior diagrams in require-
ments engineering, in the architectural design, as well as in the detailed
design — then they are referenced multiple times.’’ — Int7 (automotive
tier-1 supplier)

In this context, Int7 also mentioned the advantage of this deliberate
istinction: The process descriptions are quite stable as they do not
eed to change often (i.e., they have fixed long-term release cycles),
hereas the method and tool descriptions can be updated on demand.

.1.3. Institutionalizing MBE
Proposition P5 in Table 1 states that MBE should be supported by

xpert teams in order to be successful. In this context, our interviewees
eported on several approaches to institutionalize MBE in the different
ompanies, which we partitioned into three different clusters described
n the following.

xamples. Companies provide examples of models that have been
roven in practice or are considered otherwise adequate. However,
oncrete modeling support or documentation is not in the scope of such
xamples.

‘‘We use models that we look at when we do implementation, we have
that in sort of more of a checklist-oriented process descriptions with
a few examples on how it can look like, like design examples from
various projects and checklists on what sort of aspects and areas should
be covered within the design description.’’ — Int11 (space / industry /
innovation)

‘‘We have a large server, on which our <CompanyD_ToolA> is hosted,
to which basically all employees of the department have access. And
mostly, one imitates. Mostly, one looks at modeling projects to get
inspiration.’’ — Int5 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)

Dedicated modeling support teams. There are dedicated modeling sup-
ort teams or departments, who help in applying MBE in concrete
rojects or create model libraries:

‘‘We introduced a <CompanyC_DepartmentA>, which is able to help out
in the projects to bring the modeling to a higher level, especially when
models go across disciplines.’’ — Int8 (printing)

‘‘For example, they have libraries, model libraries that they share be-
tween different departments. So they have created libraries, for example,
containing types of different kinds that are more or less standardized
things that everyone needs to use. And they have a special team that
manages those models and they, of course, have to be a bit careful when
uplifting or changing them, since that will affect many other downstream
components.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

ocumentation and training. The companies explicitly document how to
apply a tool to specify certain kinds of models and sometimes also offer
training:

‘‘There are guidelines, of course. These typical modeling handbooks or
guidelines, which emerge as soon as one models with multiple people.
[...] And, of course, for MBSE and MDE there are corresponding training
offers.’’ — Int1 (corporation A)

‘‘There are some guidelines how to approach the translation from the
<CountryA> law to the formalization in <CompanyM_ToolA>.’’ — Int3
8

(multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2) a
‘‘They have lots of Wiki pages on a Confluence Wiki, where they have
articles about many things that kind of should remind people how they
should work. So I think I’m pretty sure that in those pages you will find
lots of best practices and these guidelines, I mean how to do things. [...]
And since they have many people, I guess it helps to be able to point
people at, if some less experienced developer has some problems they
can point to a page saying ‘please read this and follow these steps’.
And those steps can of course involve product steps, how to use the
product in some way, the modeling product.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool
vendor / consulting 1)

5.1.4. Tailoring of tools towards processes and methods or vice versa
When it comes to the question whether the tools are tailored to-

wards the processes and methods or vice versa (cf. propositions P1
and P2 in Table 1 and Whittle et al. (2013, 2017)), the interviewees
answered heterogeneously.

Tools have no impact on the process. One portion of the interviewees
answered that their organizations never tailored a process or a method
towards the tool.

‘‘I can’t think of any cases where the process was tailored for the tool.
[...] Typically, it’s not so much the process that needs [adaptations],
it’s more like we need to capture certain data and then we ask for
adaptations in the tool so that they can manage it.’’ — Int6 (automotive
OEM)

‘‘The tool is [tailored towards the process].’’ — Int1 (corporation A)

Process is adapted to a tool when required. Another portion of intervie-
wees answered that they also try to tailor the processes and methods
towards the tools, but this is not always possible.

‘‘I would say it is fifty/fifty, that is, you try to establish the method first
and subsequently the tool. But as you do not create the tool yourself,
you have to draw conclusions about the method with all the restrictions
that the tools bring with them.’’ — Int7 (automotive tier-1 supplier)

‘‘I think we always try to have the process in the first place, agree on
that, and then fit the tools to that. But there is some interaction between
the two, in the sense that if the tool adaptation is too difficult, then
sometimes the process is also slightly altered.’’ — Int8 (printing)

Tools are context-sensitive and need to be combined consciously. Orthog-
nal to the two kinds of answers above, other interviewees reflected in
more nuanced way about the correspondence between tools and the

rocesses and methods in which they are embedded.
One interviewee working for a tool vendor and consulting company

entioned that they adapt their tools for larger customers, but that
uch adaptations are typically not generalized:

‘‘It is rather the way in the automotive industry that a large OEM has its
tier-1’s, who work for the OEM. And likewise it was like that earlier,
from my point of view, that many OEMs bought the particular tools
of automotive tool vendor/consulting and worked together with
the tool manager for certain problem solutions to apply and adapt the
tool correctly. However, there never was someone at automotive tool
vendor / consulting, who abstracted and said: ‘Our tools are applied
by all customers in this and that order — let’s provide this in a generic
way!’’’ — Int5 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)

A different interviewee highlighted the aspect that every tool brings
ts own method, and that such a method has to fit the context it is

pplied in:
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‘‘What most people do, they first think about tools. Instead of the other
things which are actually in my view bit more important. Tool is the,
let’s say, the most changeable part of this story. [. . . ] A tool tends to
implement or adhere to a certain method. [. . . ] But it’s not always a
good method for the problem that you are trying to address. So that
means that the tool or the method is not suitable for your problem and
you may need a different tool or method. [. . . ] So there’s no, uh, there
is not one method and I also don’t believe that there can be one. But of
course, there is an overarching, let’s say, way of working or on how you
combine these things. [. . . ] The company where I am working now, we
may use very much the same tools [. . . ] as a different company. But we
may use some of them in a different way, because that fits better to our
context.’’ — Int9 (printing)

5.1.5. Agile development and MBE
Bucchiarone et al. (2020) state that combining agile development

and MBE is a foundational challenge. However, Kuhrmann et al. (2022)
state that this combination is traditionally considered incompatible,
but their study results are in line with current research that agile
development and MBE do not impede each other (cf. proposition P3 in
Table 1). The latter aspect is also underpinned by Burden et al. (2014).

In our study, none of the interviewees whose organizations apply an
agile or hybrid way of working mentioned contradictions. For example,
FG reflected about the perceived contradiction of agile development
and MBE:

‘‘I don’t see any contradiction between model-based and Agile. I know
there are some people that think there is. Sometimes it is because they
have this perception that with models you need to do lots of specification
work upfront. Like you’re doing waterfall and then you hand over to
development. But there is really not something saying that you have to
work like that. [...] I think it’s a matter of how you use the tool more
than that the tool can put some restrictions on the way you can work.
So the way I view with this that a model is just like a program source
file in some sense.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

The last sentence of this statement was mentioned by the same focus
group in different flavors but also by other interviewees who perceive
the combination of agile development and MBE in a positive way.

‘‘I think you can say that in all cases that [our customers] don’t treat
[...] models very much differently than other artifacts that go into their
development process.’’ — FG1 (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting
1)

‘‘I think MBE is just a way to capture data. And Agile is a way to
organize work.’’ — Int6 (automotive OEM)

‘‘I’m always a little bit surprised if model-driven-ness is regarded as
something completely different than ordinary software engineering, be-
cause it’s not. It’s only a language on a higher level.’’ — Int3 (multi-
sector tool vendor / consulting 2)

However, FG also stated that in certain cases tools have to be
adapted to fit an agile way of working:

‘‘There was a big effort and that’s where we were involved, [. . . ]
where [the customer] actually went from a more traditional waterfall
process into agile, and that had lots of consequences. [. . . ] it also
means that all the tools that they use have to support this workflow.
[. . . ] compare/merge is, I think, the best example. There have been lots
of requirements on us to ensure that comparing and merging models
works as smoothly as comparing and merging source files. [. . . ] because
then kind of the whole idea is that you can work in parallel on fea-
tures without disturbing other teams. And if the modeling tool doesn’t
support that, then their whole idea breaks.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool
9

vendor / consulting 1)
Nevertheless, one interviewee even reported that the reason for
applying MBE was the need of being more agile:

‘‘They were not able to change the execution environments based on the
law changes, so they have to redraw some of the law changes because
they were not able to follow them without a lot of problems. So the
whole reason why the model-driven approach was chosen is to increase
the agility. And it’s literally the agility to change the law.’’ — Int3
(multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2)

5.1.6. Motivation for the application of MBE
Whittle et al. (2013, 2017) state that external regulations or in-

dustrial de facto standards foster and push MBE (cf. proposition P4 in
Table 1). In our study, this was confirmed by several interviewees.

In the context of external regulations, the interviewees mention
that safety, cybersecurity, and process standards do not prescribe MBE
but are demanding when it comes to traceability and other means to
provide assessment arguments, and that MBE helps in this regard:

‘‘Safety standards are relatively strict in what they prescribe regarding
traceability. This also results a bit in the things that one has to provide
evidence for, that is, what one can do in a tool-supported way. Nobody
wants to prescribe Model-based Software Engineering — one can write
software by hand in the same way. That is rather a best practice, which
has been established over time.’’ — Int1 (corporation A)

‘‘Some of the standards are heavy on keeping track of information. Like
the functional safety standard or cybersecurity standard. And without
the MBE, it’s a pain to keep track of the information and capture it in a
proper way.’’ — Int6 (automotive OEM)

Furthermore, safety standards prescribe semi-formal verification for
highly safety-critical system parts, which is supported by MBE capa-
bilities like simulation:

‘‘We came from the document-based world, and have partially transi-
tioned to models. But it will be more and more now, because we get
more and more functionality to be implemented. We get more and more
safety-critical things, the standards ISO 26262 second edition, the new
standard for cyber security, et cetera. They set certain constraints, like
a semi-formal verification for ASIL C/D projects, and that we also have
to conduct verification, simulation, et cetera. And we will manage this
only if we work with models.’’ — Int7 (automotive tier-1 supplier)

Finally, one interviewee also emphasizes the importance of a better
establishment of the comprehension of the system under development
through models:

‘‘Everything is handy that helps to explain someone external (which you
have on the side of the assessors) why a system is safe. I establish an
understanding internally, where MBE supports me. And I can better com-
municate it externally, because I have standardized diagrams.’’ — Int1
(corporation A)

In the context of industrial de facto standards, the high availability
of tools and exchange formats due to the sheer prevalence of cer-
tain modeling languages motivates the application of MBE. Several
interviewees mentioned the application of the wide-spread general-
purpose modeling languages UML (Object Management Group, 2023c)
and SysML (Object Management Group, 2023b) due to tool availability,
although the data exchange possibilities are limited since different
tools implement the languages differently. This problem of limited
data exchange does not exist for AUTOSAR (AUTOSAR GbR, 2023),
which defines an exchange format that the tool vendors adhere to. All
interviewees from this industry sector stated that this language is used
particularly because of its import and export possibilities. We look at
these modeling language aspects in more detail as part of the results

for RQ2 in Section 5.2.
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Finally, the interviewees mentioned MBE benefits and promises that
are already known from the literature. This encompasses a structured
and uniform representation, graphical representations, static checks,
the establishment of an interdisciplinary understanding of the sys-
tem under development, communication means, automation, increased
efficiency and flexibility, rapid prototyping, investigation and study
means, and the exploratory identification of risks early in the devel-
opment lifecycle.

5.2. RQ2: How and why are which model(ing) kinds, languages, and tools
applied in different phases of the development process?

In the following, we cluster interviewee statements regarding the
drivers for adopting MBE, the scope of modeling, the use of models in
the development lifecycle, the selection of modeling languages, and the
tooling.

5.2.1. Drivers for adopting model-based engineering
Our interviewees mention a number of drivers for adopting MBE

other than external regulations and standards as proposed in P4 (see
Table 1). One important one is the increasing complexity of the prod-
ucts that are being developed and, as a consequence, a move towards
integration and connections between domains:

‘‘We have an increasing number of customers who move into a process
where they no longer deliver a single device, but rather have to integrate
software from different suppliers onto one device. They do not necessarily
know these suppliers and therefore cannot communicate directly, but in-
stead need a way to store [relevant information].’’ — Int5 (automotive
tool vendor / consulting)

Even if an organization does not need to coordinate several sup-
liers, exchange of information between teams was also mentioned as
driver. Related to this, models are heralded as a maintainable form

f documentation that can be used during the entire lifecycle of the
ystem.

In many other cases, the drivers for adopting MBE are directly
oupled with the purposes of the models that are being chosen. When
nterviewees reported on the purpose for modeling, a focus was on anal-
sis of the system, for example, for timing behavior (‘‘check whether
he software timings can work out’’), validation of requirements, and
eplacing physical testing with testing of a model.

A second broader focus was on generating artifacts from models.
ur interviewees explicitly mentioned generation of documentation,
ode generation, and generation of variants in a product line.

Apart from these larger aims that often encompass a number of
ifferent kinds of models and corresponding languages, we also found
he usual requirements models, system architecture models, software
rchitecture and design models, testing models, simulation models as
ell as models used specifically in safety analysis and for specific
omains such as CAD models for hardware. However, these kinds of
odels were mostly mentioned as supporting one of the other purposes

s described above and as part of the larger scope of modeling and the
odeling lifecycle as described further below in Section 5.2.3.

.2.2. Scope of modeling
In systems engineering companies, modeling is not limited to soft-

are but also includes the detailed hardware including mechanical and
lectrical parts. That means that CAD and circuit layout are part of
he scope of modeling as well and often driven by the same high-
evel system structure and requirements, albeit at different steps in the
evelopment process (see P6 and P7 in Table 1). In some cases, this
ven includes disciplines such as chemistry, even though models there
re mostly used to describe chemical processes or their outcome rather
han used to design them.

Interestingly, this broad scope for modeling does not mean our
nterviewees consider end-to-end modeling in which the entire scope
s captured in one model as particularly useful. As one respondent put
t:
10
‘‘You have to take care that you can isolate some aspects [in the
models].’’ — Int8 (printing)

Part of the reason is that there are specific modeling languages for
pecific parts of the system (e.g., chemistry, CAD, and PCB design).
he other part is that isolation of models also allows mixing informal
odeling for specific aspects of a system (such as the system archi-

ecture) with more formal modeling for others (e.g., electronics). One
espondent considered this distinction useful as it allows them to build
n architecture that is ‘‘good enough’’ rather rapidly and with very
imple tools, such as online diagram sketching tools. As the system
rchitecture is translated into code manually by a group of developers,
he models do not need to be particularly rigorous and thus can be
nformal. A design for a circuit board, however, needs to be crafted in
uch more detail so that it can be manufactured from the specification

nd thus needs to be formal.
In contrast to this, another respondent emphasized that models are

‘the means to develop our products’’ (emphasis by the authors). That
lso means that models are generally executable, in particular when it
omes to models that describe system behavior. Whereas there are some
odels that capture, for example, specification of product variability,
hich cannot be directly executed, there is no distinction between
odel and code anymore. Thus, the models become the single source

f truth in the development process.
At the same time, this means that such models are necessarily

ery formal, with their semantics provided by the execution engine.
ikewise, code generators which are often used to derive source code
irectly for models similarly impose a semantics and make models
ormal. Interestingly, one respondent from a tool vendor discussed the
ole of code generators: In contrast to the original idea of MBE in which
latform-specific models are generated from platform-independent
odels, their experience with customers shows that it is not necessary

o generate code in different target languages or for different execu-
ion platforms. Their customers therefore usually do not distinguish
latform-specific and platform-independent models.

The scope of modeling also includes a notion of completeness. This
spect was particularly emphasized by one of the respondents:

‘‘The main thing is [...] to see that we have sort of captured everything
that is in the requirements. So everything that we should do is actually
captured within somewhere, so you can trace the requirements to the
design in some way.’’ — Int11 (space / industry / innovation)

Traceability is therefore an important part of modeling and needs
o be ensured during the entire product lifecycle.

.2.3. Models in the development lifecycle
Interviewees from organizations that use model-driven engineering

xtensively, for example, in the automotive domain or when code
eneration is an integral part of development, describe a back and forth
etween different languages and tools as the system under construction
rows. In these cases and similarly to traceability (see previous section),
odels are used throughout the entire product lifecycle, including

ervice and after-market:

‘‘[The models] should be maintained throughout the product and after
the product as well, if there are any changes to be done with the product
through aftermarket sales.’’ — Int11 (space / industry / innovation)

his obligation in certain sectors to maintain and ensure the pos-
ibility to access models for long periods of time imposes interest-
ng challenges, which we describe in more detail as part of RQ3
see Section 5.3.2).

Several of our interviewees report that domain-specific languages
re used in different areas that roughly correspond to different lifecycle
hases, including, but not limited to requirements, state machines
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(belonging to design), and tests (belonging to validation and verifica-
tion). Systems engineering organizations also involve all engineering
disciplines throughout the development lifecycles as described above.
Function models in MATLAB/Simulink (The MathWorks, Inc, 2023) are
also very common, both for code generation and for analysis.

In some cases, standard languages such as SysML are used in dif-
ferent parts of the lifecycle. In some cases, they are augmented, for
example, to capture specific requirements patterns as language con-
structs:

‘‘We almost have a domain-specific language, you could say, since we
have extended SysML and requirement patterns so that we can capture
a lot of the specific information that we need there. And this continues
to grow as we more and more require additional aspects.’’ — Int7
(automotive tier-1 supplier)

Interestingly, this interviewee’s organization introduced architec-
tural models not directly with the adoption of MBE. They originally
started with function and unit models in MATLAB, then added captur-
ing higher-level architectural aspects based on SysML and UML, and,
after using a controlled natural language for specifying more formal
requirements, now start to also apply models in the requirements
phases.

This bottom-up approach is in contrast to what many of our inter-
viewees from less mature organizations reported, who currently tend
to focus on models for the design part of the development lifecycle.
In particular, they focus on software and systems architecture, mostly
with a low level of formality. In the future, they intend to investigate
more detailed models for low-level aspects in later lifecycle phases
for purposes like simulation and code generation — thereby following
rather a top-down approach for the MBE adoption. One interviewee
also mentioned that new model kinds are first explored in internal
development and research projects before being applied in customer
projects.

This also addresses proposition P6 from Table 1.

5.2.4. Drivers of choosing a specific modeling language
While our interviewees mentioned a whole host of different model-

ing languages and the tools they use to create and maintain the models,
there were fewer concrete drivers for the selection of these languages
and, to a lesser degree, tools. In some cases, there just is not a lot of
choice: One interviewee mentioned the language KBL (VDA, 2014), a
language that allows modeling wiring harnesses. There do not seem to
be any alternatives for this particular domain.

An additional strong driver is to use standards: UML, SysML and
MATLAB/Simulink all fall under this category and several interviewees
mentioned that these languages are used since they provide the benefits
of standards such as a good knowledge base amongst stakeholders and a
variety of tools to choose from. Standards are also interesting since they
enable reuse across projects and make an organization independent of
a specific toolchain.

Another kind of standardization also plays a role: Specific formats
are used as standardized exchange formats between organizations,
supporting proposition P7 (see Table 1). Our interviewees specifically
mentioned AUTOSAR in this capacity as well as the Requirements
Interchange Format (ReqIF) (Object Management Group, 2023a). Such
modeling languages allow suppliers and OEMs/integrators to exchange
information without the need to worry that information is lost or
that tools cannot read them. As mentioned before, this is not always
guaranteed for SysML or UML as different tool vendors implement the
languages differently.

However, using such languages can also have disadvantages, as one
11

of our interviewee reports:
‘‘One of the problems of AUTOSAR is that you need to decide early on
to either use the ‘classic’ variant, which targets microcontrollers, or the
‘adaptive’ variant which runs on a microprocessor. [...] I consider this
a small weakness. UML has an advantage there since it is possible to
start modeling the software without making this decision yet.’’ — Int4
(automotive tool vendor / consulting)

In this case, the disadvantage of having to make a rather consequen-
tial design decision early is a driver to switch to a different, less
constraining modeling language.

One of the interviewees from a tool vendor also report on a customer
that specifically chose the combination of modeling language and
tooling to enforce constraints:

‘‘[Our customers] have a guideline saying that you cannot use entry/exit
actions on states. [...] And then they have implemented their own vali-
dation rules in the tool that will let the user quickly know if they violate
that rule. And I think they look at that as one important benefit of model-
based development, because with modeling it’s kind of possible and quite
easy to enforce such organization-specific constraints or industry-specific
constraints that you want everyone in your organization to adhere
to.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

Finally, one driver that several interviewees report on is to se-
lect languages that allow to directly execute models. While there
are some standardized languages for these purposes, including MAT-
LAB/Simulink to a degree, this is also a driver for using DSLs:

‘‘And actually for [models that can be executed] we tend to use domain-
specific languages.’’ — Int9 (printing)

.2.5. Tooling
When it comes to the tooling used, our interviewees report a spec-

rum of solutions. On the one end of the spectrum, there are lots of
nformal tools: Diagramming tools, presentation tools, and mindmap-
ing tools, for instance. In many cases in which such tools are used, the
otations are similar to UML. But since such tools do not enforce syntac-
ical correctness, diagrams are often not according to the specification.
n general, however, modeling tools need to capture the semantics of
he modeling language.

On the other end of the spectrum are highly integrated toolchains
or end-to-end modeling. Such modeling toolchains can consist of ‘‘a
lethora of different modeling environments’’, as one of our intervie-
ees put it. In these cases, our interviewees report that they need to
evelop their own tools since some of it cannot be bought, especially
hen using highly specific or proprietary domain-specific languages. It

s also possible that a company uses separate toolchains for different
spects (e.g., specification and simulation) and with differing levels of
aturity.

In general, the different MBE tools for the different modeling lan-
uages in such an environment need to be integrated. However, one of
ur interviewees describes that integration as being ad hoc rather than
esigned:

‘‘From my point of view, people always try to solve [the integration
of MBE tools into a heterogeneous development landscape] a bit ad
hoc. That means that the people who are responsible for the respective
(sub-)disciplines look at how this is integrated accordingly. I don’t
yet know of any PLM approach where these models have been well
integrated. It’s always a question of whether top-down or bottom-up;
sometimes I don’t know whether top-down is always the right approach.
As a rule, it should always be a mixture, probably. In practice, it’s
often more top-down. And that’s not always easy, because the individual
disciplines differ and the individual development teams have different
priorities. Otherwise, you would have a relatively long requirements list
if you tried to set something up top-down. That’s why I always believe
that you should rather proceed bottom-up, and then try to tackle things
piece by piece.’’ — Int1 (corporation A)
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The interviewee also mentions that customization is usually neces-
sary for the individual tools since it is rare that languages are used ‘as
is’.

One significant challenge in integrated tool chains is the exchange
of information between the tools. One interviewee mentions exchange
formats, but these can have limitations since they might not cover
the whole expressiveness of the involved languages. A complementary
option is therefore to constrain the languages, for example, by using
defined building blocks to make it easier to integrate across modeling
languages.

A different approach to integration is championed by another inter-
viewee:

‘‘All tools that are now being added to the toolchain should be OSLC-
capable so that they can somehow be linked. So that you can really
achieve a complete linking of the tools, so that you at least have trace-
ability, so that you can exchange certain data.’’ — Int7 (automotive
tier-1 supplier)

Apart from its capabilities to support traceability and information
xchange, the interviewee also mentions that using Open Services for
ifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) (OASIS Open, 2023) allows to exchange
he tools in the toolchain at any point in time, thus increasing flexibility
nd reducing vendor lock-in.

Finally, one of the interviewees from a tool vendor mentions that
hey make large investments in documentation, courses, and examples:

‘‘There’s a whole part of the organization (about 12 people) maintaining
[our tool] including language design and that kind of stuff. But there is
also a group of seven people that develops course materials and mod-
eling courses and uses of [our tool], test or example projects.’’ — Int3
(multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2)

5.3. RQ3: What are practitioners’ challenges and needs regarding the align-
ment of MBE with development processes?

Our interviewees report a number of challenges and corresponding
needs with respect to MBE and processes. Whereas some of these
challenges are well-known from existing studies, we describe them
nevertheless as our data adds new perspectives or new depth to existing
work.

As discussed in Section 3.1, we deliberately did not use the proposi-
tions derived from the literature to discuss the practitioners’ needs and
challenges in an exploratory manner.

5.3.1. Tool-related challenges
Challenges relating to modeling tools have been reported many

times in existing work, for example, in Hutchinson et al. (2011a) and
Whittle et al. (2013, 2017).

Tool zoos and interoperability. Companies applying MBE typically have
various modeling tools to cover different types of models, abstraction
levels, or model purposes. This combination of tools poses problems, as
models cannot easily be exchanged between the tools, usually due to
lack of defined exchange formats or other interoperability solutions.

‘‘Well, on the one hand it’s the tools that are sometimes not compat-
ible among each other. Then, there are different standards, like the
AUTOSAR standard.’’ — Int7 (automotive tier-1 supplier)

‘‘There’s a lack of standardization and rigor in the various tools. They
are appropriate for their narrow use, so to say. Simulink is good at
generating code. But it’s not clear how to relate Simulink to other
downstream tools or related tools for software development.’’ — Int6
(automotive OEM)

Partially, this issue also stems from different parts of a company
building custom solutions, which then need to be integrated when
12

models should be connected across these parts: u
‘‘There are very many customers who are using very different pro-
cesses — also many in-house solutions, which they built themselves and
which do not have standard exchange formats. And, therefore, they often
buy single products from us and integrate them in their own tool and
process landscape.’’ — Int5 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)

Finally, the effort required to integrate or customize tools leads to
a trade-off between doing so and building tools in-house:

‘‘So let’s say take an example: Architecting tools, right? You can find
lots of them, like SysML tools. You can probably come up with some
examples. You could buy one and then what you for sure have to do,
you have to customize it to your needs. [..] The other option is that, or
one other option is that you actually develop exactly what you want.
For example, DSLs using Jetbrains MPS. And yeah, we are for this
particular example, we are actually currently having discussion of what
to choose.’’ — Int9 (printing)

hallenging model management. Several interviewees mention the chal-
enging nature of models when it comes to managing them over time.
he large number of models causes problems when trying to find

nformation:

‘‘We have such an enormous amount of models stored in many different
places that we more or less created a very big chaos. That doesn’t help.
So: How to make sure that people can find models? How to make sure
that they are accessible for those who need them? Yeah, that’s also not
trivial, and we also partly miss infrastructure to do proper model lifecycle
management.’’ — Int9 (printing)

However, it also applies to the agile way of working. Specifically,
terative work in a cross-functional fashion makes it necessary to merge
odel versions more often compared to a traditional plan-driven pro-

ess. Similarly, building models in a modular fashion needs to be
xplored:

‘‘[...] since you have many people working in parallel on many features,
it is very important to be able to compare and merge models. That’s
usually a difference when it comes to text files, they are easy to compare
and merge. Model files are not always necessarily easy. There can
be challenges involved in merging/changes done by many by different
people.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

‘‘Since years people have been working also on languages that allow
for this modularity in the modeling language itself. So you can have a
larger single model but focus on certain aspects in that model.’’ — Int8
(printing)

uitable tool environments. In modern software and systems engineer-
ng, individual modeling tools are not disconnected from the gen-
ral way of working. Therefore, interviewees pointed out that models
nd modeling tools need to be supported by general-purpose software
ngineering tools, just as in regular, code-based development:

‘‘If you do not have [automation, in particular translation from models
to code and an automated build pipeline], then you cannot scale up
with model-driven-ness, is my experience. You need to have the full
stack on software engineering tools surround.’’ — Int3 (multi-sector
tool vendor / consulting 2)

ool users vs. Tool vendors. In our sample, we have both interviewees
orking at tool vendors and on client side, that is, tool users. As a

esult, several statements relate to the dynamics between tool vendors
nd users. Two interviewees mention that tool vendors do not always
now how their tools are used, either because the vendors simply lack
wareness, or because the customers do not want to share their way of

sing a tool:
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‘‘A take away is that, I mean, we sit a bit in the dark, right? We see,
but what we see is either when we meet directly with customers or
through the support cases, right. And we sometimes see really strange
things coming in via support. [..] So it’s really hard to say what
and how the customers are using the tools.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool
vendor / consulting 1)

In a slightly different direction, one interviewee stated that tool
endors might not be interested in standardization of data or ex-
hange formats, as this potentially affects their position in a software
cosystem:

‘‘The problem is that all the different point tools, they have their own
business case and ecosystem. But it’s not in their interest to invite others
into that ecosystem. They want to keep the cake for themselves, so to say.
So there’s this tension between standardization, that is, in the interest of
users and development companies on the one hand, and the tool vendors
on the other hand.’’ — Int6 (automotive OEM)

An interviewee working at a tool vendor added to this aspect that
here is a fear on customer side to become locked in on a specific tool,
nd therefore customers look for open data formats:

‘‘Because one concern maybe [which] many customers have, at least
initially, is that if I start using a certain modeling tool, don’t I become
locked in to that vendor? And that this particular modeling tool, I mean
how easy will it be in the future to take my models and go to something
else? That’s always a concern that you may not have as much as you if
you’re just coding.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

oney vs. Innovation. As tool integration is challenging and as model-
ng and MBE are considered heavyweight, tool vendors would benefit
rom showing example cases of successful integrations across tools of
ifferent vendors. However, lacking adequate licenses prevents such
emos:

‘‘Currently, the problem is that you have to write to every single tool
vendor and ask ‘I would need a license’. The interoperability between
the tools is not given, since you do not know yourself what you are
doing.’’ — Int5 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)

Similarly, in industrial use, successful integrations might not work
cross the value chain, as subcontractors might not have the same tool
icenses as the OEMs (or other contractors):

‘‘Not every supplier has the tool licenses. For example, from Polarion
requirement PDF documents are generated and sent by mail.’’ — Int2
(electronics & tool vendor)

In a similar direction, the push for a direct return on investment
prevents innovating when new tools are needed. That is, economic
discussions prevent that tools and other modeling solutions can be
trialled.

‘‘If you, at some point, cannot work anymore, because it is only about
licenses, for example. I often see this general trend that everything needs
to grow, everything needs to get bigger, always stay economical. That you
[don’t] say ‘We will now try something, which maybe does not directly
pay off, but instead works and might become established [..]’.’’ — Int5
(automotive tool vendor / consulting)

5.3.2. Long-term model and tool maintenance
As many artifacts in software and systems engineering, models need

to be maintained over time. Depending on the nature of the models, this
also implies that the tool environment needs to be maintained so that
models remain readable and potentially editable over time.
13
Model and tool maintenance requirements. In regulated domains, suppli-
ers and OEMs face requirements for long maintenance of models. This,
in turn, requires long lifetime for modeling tools, as model file formats
are not always interoperable or as tools might offer specific analysis
capabilities. Both aspects are considered challenging by some of our
interviewees:

‘‘There is always a second challenge: the long-time [archiving of infor-
mation]. [..] I think we only just start asking the question how this looks
like after 30 years.’’ — Int1 (corporation A)

‘‘This is the big challenge, because as suppliers we have times of up to
20 years where we have to maintain things, so that you can still use
them. If that always works is another question.’’ — Int7 (automotive
tier-1 supplier)

‘‘[Some customers in regulated industry sectors] have requirements to
be able to recreate old environments so that even 25 or 30 years after
they have shipped something they need to make sure that those tools that
were used back then still are available, still can load these models and
generate code from them. So that they can patch things and work with
even very old things.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

isk of outdated models. In addition to regulations, models need to
e maintained as they otherwise become unreliable and therefore lose
heir purpose. Interviewees face the continuous challenge of keeping
odels up to date. In particular, sometimes changes are made in
erived artifacts, such as code, without updating the models. This then
auses the models to slowly become outdated until there is no longer
connection with the derived artifacts:

‘‘[...] when people start working with the code, they changed some small
things, and if they didn’t also update the model, the model was not
useful because it was incorrect. So you couldn’t trust the model after
you have done a few changes in the code.’’ — Int11 (space / industry /
innovation)

elated to the process, one interviewee stated that the danger lies in
aving models disconnected from the development process:

‘‘If you are not able to connect the modeling to let’s say the development
process itself by the artifacts themselves, then they get outdated. You
have the same problem as with documentation in general.’’ — Int8
(printing)

.3.3. External pressure: Time, complexity, and criticality
Companies are under constant time pressure and try to take short-

uts. Also, complexity and criticality are ever increasing, leading to
odels as the only solution:

‘‘On the one hand there is agility. On the other hand there is an
increasing development of safety-critical functions [..]. OEMs increas-
ingly require faster development cycles.’’ — Int7 (automotive tier-1
supplier)

‘‘The challenge is essentially [..]: Increasing complexity and decreasing
time to market.’’ — Int4 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)

In some cases, the needs are not strong enough, yet, for modeling
o be adopted:

‘‘There are many things that can be done, where I know that, in practise,
they are not very much automated. [..] There are many [research-
based] solutions, but not yet many industrial tools. Simply because the
need in industry is not yet so strong. The pain is not yet strong enough

[..].’’ — Int4 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)
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Instead of applying modeling, and doing so correctly, a common
approach is to use models and modeling tools in an incorrect way, for
example, by taking shortcuts. Later, these shortcuts cause even more
effort:

‘‘There again the issue is time. Currently, everything is one large server,
where you could distribute, maintain everything, but for that we lack the
time. Therefore, you only model and model.’’ — Int5 (automotive tool
vendor / consulting)

‘‘Much easier to use what you already have. Even if it’s not the best fit,
because if you can customize it, you can take it and get productive with
it anyway.’’ — FG (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1)

5.3.4. Resistance to modeling
There are various resistances to adoption of models or change in

general. We discuss the different resistances our interviewees reported
in the following paragraphs.

Resistance to top-down change. Changes are often imposed by manage-
ent decisions, for example, to change from one process model to

nother. This can cause strong resistance among engineers, especially
hen they feel that their voices have not been heard, or their specifics
ot considered.

‘‘Well, if it is a push, especially if it is a push from management, that
does not necessarily work, and I know cases and they are not from this
company, but from other companies where I’ve been, where that has
worked out in a extremely bad way.’’ — Int9 (printing)

Resistance to external change. Changes can also be introduced exter-
nally, for example, through new trends, tools, or standards. These types
of changes can cause resistance within a company, as the company
culture and established ways of working are not in line with the
proposed changes.

‘‘‘Not invented here’ is a strong [psychological resistance factor].’’ —
Int6 (automotive OEM)

‘‘It is change on the one hand, that applies for all large and established
industries: Change takes time and there is a certain restraint and you
know your way, how you used to do it before, how you did it up until
now. It all works OK. [..] But yes, if the pain is not strong enough, then
the established ways of working remain the same.’’ — Int4 (automotive
tool vendor / consulting)

Resistance to change between companies/units. A specific form of resis-
tance to external change are resistances to changes introduced by col-
laborators (i.e., by OEMs and suppliers) and by other units/departments
in the same company. Here, organizations that cooperate along the
value chain have to align on responsibilities, ways of working, and
information exchange. In case this alignment requires adaptation, there
is the tendency within companies to try resisting and instead requiring
the counterpart to change:

‘‘‘Whose fault is it, when it doesn’t work?’, instead of ‘How do we solve
the problem, so that it works?’. [..] And yes, the big-picture person, who
basically knows the entire car on customer side, does not exist anymore
for the large OEMs.’’ — Int5 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)

‘‘I see a very large challenge in improving the interfaces between the
individual departments. There is always the issue that everyone [..]
thinks their unit is currently the most important one. That you basically
always have problems between the units to exchange data or finding the
one to blame.’’ — Int5 (automotive tool vendor / consulting)
14
Resistance from standardization bodies. Whereas models can be bene-
ficial in showing compliance to standards and/or regulations, stan-
dardization bodies are slow to change and accept models as evidence.
Instead, they tend to require classical textual documents. This therefore
hampers model adoption at the companies, as they cannot directly be
used for audits.

‘‘So I think there’s [..] still, let’s say, a challenge in discussions with
regulatory bodies to get models accepted for at least some form or some
part of the tests.’’ — Int9 (printing)

Personal resistance to change. Finally, individuals tend to resist changes
for various reasons. Our interviewees mention several reasons for this
resistance, for example, increased workload for one role for the benefit
of others, resistance to acquire new skills, or varying performance
indicators for individuals.

‘‘Up to very human things, where you have someone saying ‘Doesn’t
matter, I will retire in 1.5 years — I don’t want to do something new’.’’ —
Int1 (corporation A)

‘‘Getting the individual engineers and domains to accept some inconve-
nience for the better of the whole. So even if my favorite editor is X I
should use editor Y if it helps the overall integration and optimization.
But optimizing the whole is difficult when each of the domain, for exam-
ple, have their own key performance indices and their own instructions
on what to optimize on.’’ — Int6 (automotive OEM)

5.3.5. Modeling education and skills
Several challenges relate to educating engineers in modeling, and

the skills they acquire at university and throughout their careers. We
discuss these challenges in the following paragraphs.

Lack of modeling skills for domain experts. For most engineering tasks,
domain expertise is required. However, many domain experts are not
modeling experts and lack the skills to create high-quality models.
Educating domain experts in modeling and onboarding engineers on
existing modeling methods is therefore a challenge.

‘‘How do I create a modeling process so that I can relatively easy onboard
people, especially also when you have new people. That it does not have
to be modeling experts, but so that domain experts can relatively easy
create these models.’’ — Int1 (corporation A)

‘‘It’s very seldom that you have somebody that is a domain expert AND
is good in modeling.’’ — Int3 (multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2)

‘‘I have given up the hope that there will ever be someone who un-
derstands everything. But that would be my dream: Having someone
who combines all this [knowledge about different domains].’’ — Int5
(automotive tool vendor / consulting)

Lack of real-world modeling skills. Even if engineers have the right back-
ground and education to be knowledgeable in modeling, they might
lack skills to do so in industrial, real-world scenarios. That is, university
knowledge might not prepare them to create models of industry-scale
systems. Instead, knowledge is usually acquired and practiced on toy
problems in university.

‘‘Schools teach techniques on how to code something, or how to use [...]
object-oriented design, how [a] compiler works. But it doesn’t really tell
you how a project works and how... What is a good design? What’s a
good requirement? How should you test things and stuff like that? And
so I think the need for education in proper projects is fairly huge after
someone who has ended an engineering education at school.’’ — Int11
(space / industry / innovation)

‘‘I think the biggest challenge is that people cannot model. What I mean
by that, is that they can do that unconsciously. Very good at that
actually. But they don’t have a clue how to make it explicit.’’ — Int3
(multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2)
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Lack of knowledge for specifying understandable models. In an industrial
setting, most models need to be read, and possibly modified, by engi-
neers different from the author who created the model. As such, they
need to be specified in an understandable way that allows for reuse.
The knowledge to do so is lacking, according to one interviewee.

‘‘How do you get to people along? How do you make sure that the
models are considered trustworthy and that especially if you have a
different person creating the model than the one who’s supposed to be
using it. How to decide on the maturity of a model? There are a lot of
questions.’’ — Int9 (printing)

‘‘Then you need to go a bit further than just making the model for
yourself. You have to make sure that this model is also usable for other
people and that other people can understand this model. And they are
not necessarily interested in how this model is, let’s say, implemented.
[..] No, these other people, they just want to know what the parameters
that they can play with mean, so that they can actually change the values
of those parameters and understand the outcome of the model, what that
means. So that’s a different kind of user.’’ — Int9 (printing)

.3.6. Uniform way of working
Modeling is relatively heavyweight, as it requires introducing new

ools, and adapting methods and processes. As such, several challenges
elate to how a uniform way of working can be achieved.

oo much tool choice. Two interviewees mention that the variety of
ools is large. Therefore, there is a risk of introducing too much freedom
n choosing tools or too many tools at the same time.

‘‘I think [being less strict in prescribing modeling tools] imposes chal-
lenges, mainly. In the sense that we are developing multiple parallel
development pipelines. On the other hand, the resource that is mostly
constrained is engineering competence and engineering bandwidth. So if
we allow a little bit of inconvenience in the tool chains in order to make
the most of the engineers, maybe it’s worth it.’’ — Int6 (automotive
OEM)

‘‘Especially in software development I think that it is a challenge not to
have too many environments in which you work.’’ — Int8 (printing)

Aligning way of working takes time. When using models heavily, many
hanges need to be introduced that affect processes, methods, but also
he mindset of engineers. Making these changes takes a lot of time,
ccording to one of our interviewees:

‘‘Then we are talking about the ‘how’, but that immediately gives a
million of options, let’s say, of how you could do it. And everybody,
of course, has an opinion about that. So the question is, what is then
the... What are then the methods that you want to...? We all are sort of
agreeing to that are the right way to go. And that is just a very yeah,
time-consuming process.’’ — Int9 (printing)

‘‘And it is also important that we do that ourselves, because you need
to know, to a large extent you need to have the knowledge of existing
ways of working and a domain. So it’s about printers, and you need
to understand sufficiently of that to be able to know what works —
and what does not work. Or at least to have some initial idea about
that.’’ — Int9 (printing)

Automation requires harmonization. Automation is often the goal when
introducing MBE. However, to successfully automate activities using
models, these models need to be precise. Achieving this precision in
order to automate requires making processes and methods uniform and
harmonized. This was stated by one interviewee:

‘‘I guess the challenge and opportunity I had is to increase the amount of
automation in the engineering processes. And that requires more align-
ment. Because of automation and corresponding machine readability of
your content, then you must be more precise. And the good thing with
it is that correctness will increase. And many manual steps might be
omitted.’’ — Int6 (automotive OEM)
15
5.3.7. Unclear motivation and no pressing problems
As mentioned earlier, some interviewees see modeling and MBE as

the only way to cope with increasing competition, need for speed, and
safety criticality. However, some companies do not yet see pressing
problems that would motivate the use of models. Instead, they see a
larger need for improvement in other areas:

‘‘And you know it’s of course it’s worth paying for a good tool if it helps
you. But if you’re sort of slightly bit skeptical on what you get, it’s hard
to motivate that and you don’t really feel the pull to get to it. That seems
like the sort of biggest problem to solve right now, I suppose.’’ — Int10
(space / industry / innovation)

‘‘Of course, it should invest in tooling that makes you increase your veloc-
ity so they can make more and better stuff. But I’m not sure if... I mean
that’s probably my notion that sort of modeling tools is not the first thing
I look at. But it’s rather other things, sort of you, know, better testing
tools, you know, better tools for implementations, that’s probably where
I feel there we lack the most.’’ — Int10 (space / industry / innovation)

‘‘It seems like the way how we want to introduce model-based is... It’s not
easy to see that helps this process in a certain way, so it’s more... It feels
like an add-on than solving these type of problems.’’ — Int8 (printing)

6. Discussion

Our interviews yield many different topics for discussion, but many
have already been discussed in the literature (e.g., Baker et al. (2005),
Mohagheghi and Dehlen (2008), Mohagheghi et al. (2009, 2013),
Whittle et al. (2013, 2017), Liebel et al. (2019) and Amorim et al.
(2019) report on the lack of integrated tools or challenges in tool chain
integrations). We therefore focus on those aspects we identified in our
results that relate to our propositions (see Table 1), which have not
been treated thoroughly in previous work, or where our data adds more
depth.

6.1. Tailoring tools to processes and methods or vice versa

Proposition P1 in Table 1 addresses the question whether tools are
tailored toward processes and methods or vice versa. In their literature
review, Hebig and Bendraou (2014) indicate that approximately half
of the approaches that introduce MBE into an organization require
tailoring the engineering process. Amorim et al. (2019) report that tool
vendors often enforce a tool-specific workflow with their tools in the
context of Model-Based Systems Engineering, enforcing the tailoring
of processes when introducing the tool. Whittle et al. (2013, 2017)
investigate whether the most common practice is to tailor tools to
an existing engineering process, to tailor the process to the tool, or
to develop a dedicated tool that naturally fits the process. They state
that the latter approach is the most promising one and that some tool
vendors actively forbid tailoring a tool for business reasons.

Regarding this aspect, our interviewees answered heterogeneously
(see Section 5.1.4). In this context, we observe a relationship between
the size of the companies and the resulting influence they might have
on tool vendors. In cases where the interviewees answered that the
tools have no impact on the process at all, the corresponding companies
are large corporations that might have a certain level of influence
on the tool vendors. For example, Int1 from corporation A and Int6
from the automotive OEM reported this setting. In contrast, in cases
where the interviewees answered that the processes are altered if abso-
lutely required, the corresponding companies are also large but might
not have as much influence on tool vendors. For example, Int7 from
the automotive tier-1 supplier and Int8 from the printing company
mentioned these circumstances. This is in line with our industrial
experiences, where we observed that large corporations have enough
money to order tool adaptions or, with a large user basis, threaten to
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switch to a different tool by a competitive vendor or to open-source
software.

Regarding the application of self-developed tools, the interviewees
whose organizations sometimes tailor their process to the tools men-
tioned this approach in the context of applying domain-specific model-
ing languages as one of many building blocks in an overall tool chain
(see Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4). For example, Int7 from the automotive
tier-1 supplier mentions a DSL for requirements in a self-developed
tool together with model transformations synchronizing with a SysML
extension, and Int8 and Int9 from the printing company mention an
executable DSL for state engines in a self-developed tool. In contrast,
Int3 from multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 2, who build their own
tooling ecosystem for the specification of tax laws, mentions a plethora
of self-developed DSL tools based on JetBrains MPS (JetBrains s.r.o,
2023).

Several challenges relate to P1 and might explain the obtained re-
sults. The fact that most companies use several tools (see Section 5.3.1)
leads to interoperability challenges. However, it might also mean that
tools are used for more specialized purposes, requiring less adaptation
to the process, or vice versa. Another important aspect is that com-
panies prioritize a direct return-on-investment over the potential to
innovate (see Section 5.3.1). This can result in re-use of existing tools
for purposes they are not suited for, which can require either adapting
the tool or the process.

Regarding P1, we find evidence for the statement that either the
process or the tools have to be adapted to fit to each other. More
concretely, we observe that whether the tool or the process is adapted
when MBE is introduced depends on the size of the organization and
its influence on the tool vendor. Larger organizations have the ability
to influence tool development or buy customizations that adapts tools
to their process.

6.2. Tailoring processes to MBE

As captured in proposition P2 (see Table 1), Mohagheghi and
Dehlen (2008) state that development processes are not tailored to MBE
and MBE does not make any assumptions on the development process.
While there is some relationship to P1, the premise is slightly different:
while Whittle et al. (2013, 2017) argue that the tailoring centers around
the tools, Mohagheghi and Dehlen (2008) state that MBE can be applied
in any development process and that the process does not need to
change to accommodate it.

Our participants reported that, indeed, process descriptions do not
mention MBE explicitly, partially because they are designed this way
(as stated by, e.g., Int7, see Section 5.1.2). The respondents also em-
phasize the distinction between process description which should be
agnostic to concrete tools and techniques and the development envi-
ronment or the method descriptions which contain these details. These
two kinds of descriptions have different lifecycles.

Challenges: While not mentioned by our interviewees, we believe
several of the reported challenges relate to this proposition. To address
interoperability issues arising from the use of multiple tools, as well as
difficulties in model management (see Section 5.3.1), MBE and tool-
specific activities might have to be lifted to process descriptions. That
is, concrete steps to make models interoperable or maintain them over
time might have to be described at process level. Similarly, in order
to achieve automation using MBE, different process steps and activities
might have to harmonized (see Section 5.3.6), again requiring more
16

details regarding MBE in process descriptions. a
Regarding P2, we find evidence for the statement by Mohagheghi
and Dehlen (2008) that development processes are not tailored to
MBE and MBE does not make any assumptions on the development
process. Beyond that, our data yields that process-mature companies
deliberately describe their development processes in a coarse-grained
and tool-agnostic manner and complement these descriptions with
tool-specific modeling method guidelines, which can be applied in
different process steps.

.3. Agile development processes and MBE

Bucchiarone et al. (2020) argue that agility and MBE impede each
ther. Kuhrmann et al. (2022) formulate the same hypothesis but refute
t, and also Burden et al. (2014) yield opposite results. Our interviewees
rgue for the latter side of that coin (see Section 5.1.5), namely that
here are no contradictions between an agile way of working and MBE.
pecifically, several interviewees note that MBE is different compared
o traditional development in the sense that different artifacts are
roduced, that might be at a different level of abstraction. However,
his does not affect the way of working, and therefore it does not
onflict with agility. That is, models should be treated no differently
han other software engineering artifacts in any software development
rocess.

One interviewee went as far as stating that the only way to be agile
n a given domain is to apply MBE, as it enables a faster way of making
hanges. This is an interesting take compared to Bucchiarone et al.
2020), in the sense that it highlights the possibility for MBE to push
he boundaries of agility beyond its current limitations. For instance,
hallenges of scaling agile development to large systems, for exam-
le, reported in Dikert et al. (2016), Dingsøyr and Moe (2013), Conboy
nd Carroll (2019) and Kasauli et al. (2021), could be addressed to
ome extent by introduction of MBE.

However and in line with the findings of Burden et al. (2014),
e find several statements indicating that the path to using MBE in
n agile development process successfully is not straightforward. First,
sing MBE successfully requires standard software engineering tooling
hat surrounds modeling, such as version control (see Section 5.3.1).

hile such tooling is mature for a code-focused development process,
his is not the case for MBE. Second, several interviewees report that
ime, criticality of the developed components, and system complexity
ead to shortcuts when using MBE, for example, by re-using tools for
urposes they are not suited for (see Section 5.3.3), or due to lack of
nowledge how to make models re-usable (see Section 5.3.5). Shortcuts
an increase the risk for outdated models, which is already challenging
see Section 5.3.2). This challenge might manifest particularly strong
n an agile context, as every iteration/sprint should lead to working
oftware. Finally, many agile methods advocate for empowered teams
hat can choose, amongst other things, their own tools and methods.
his conflicts with requirements on the harmonization in MBE (see
ection 5.3.6).

We find no direct evidence for P3, that is, that agile development
processes and MBE impede each other. However, a lack of suitable
tools and methods, as well as a lack of knowledge, might impede an
agile way of working using MBE.

.4. Drivers for MBE

Our results provide evidence for Whittle et al. (2013, 2017)’s re-
ults that external regulations and industrial de facto standards foster
doption of MBE (cf. P4 in Table 1). In particular, safety standards
uch as ISO 26262 and process standards such as Automotive SPICE
re drivers for the adoption of MBE. Our respondents state that they
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make it possible to track information across the development lifecycle
(a question of traceability, see, for example, Steghöfer et al. (2021))
and are critical in verification and simulation as seen, e.g., in the
automotive industry (Mayer and Spieckermann, 2010; Weissnegger
et al., 2016) or for medical devices (Lee et al., 2006).

Overall, many of the benefits of MBE mentioned by participants
in Section 5.1.6 are particularly relevant for safety-critical systems.
This view is supported by Maurya and Kumar (2020) who find a large
number of model-based techniques used to ensure reliability of safety-
critical systems. Likewise, Bolbot et al. (2019) describe a number of
methods to assure safety in cyber–physical systems which are based
on models (e.g., Failure Logic modeling or System-Theoretic Process
Analysis) and are used to show that systems adhere to safety standards.

Our participants also refer to de facto standards when discussing
their choice of modeling language. A prominent example is AUTOSAR
which is a de facto standard in the automotive industry. But even the
choice of MATLAB/Simulink as mentioned in Section 5.2.3 is based on
the same rationale. Likewise, UML and SysML are often chosen based
on the availability of tools and their state as a de facto standard in the
industry as discussed in Section 5.2.4.

However, there are a number of additional factors that are men-
tioned by our interviewees which they cite as important drivers to
adopt MBE. This includes the growing complexity of the products and
the need to support specific activities for which models are a suitable
choice such as analysis and code generation. These factors have already
been widely reported in the literature, for example, by Mohagheghi
et al. (2009).

While several challenges slow down or hinder adoption of MBE, we
consider a few of them particularly detrimental. First, while external
regulations and standards are a reason to adopt MBE, as discussed
above, these external factors also cause internal resistance (see Sec-
tion 5.3.4). Second, focusing too much on a direct return on investment
can hinder innovation and prevent adoption of MBE (see Section 5.3.1),
as the return on investment for MBE is not always immediately evi-
dent. Third, domain experts might lack the necessary skills to adopt
MBE, thus requiring costly training and/or cause resistance (see Sec-
tion 5.3.5). Finally, many organizations might not (yet) face problems
that directly motivate the use of MBE (see Section 5.3.7).

Regarding P4, a major driver for adoption of MBE are safety stan-
dards and process standards. In addition, industrial de facto standards
influence the choice of modeling languages.

6.5. Different maturity levels and approaches for the institutionalization of
MBE

Proposition P5 in Table 1 states that the institutionalization of MBE
through dedicated expert teams is a critical success factor. Based on
the three different clusters of answers that we identified regarding the
institutionalization of MBE and modeling methods (see Section 5.1.3),
we identify different maturity levels regarding this aspect:

Level 0: No approach On the lowest maturity level, there is no
approach at all to institutionalize MBE or a modeling method —
none of our practitioners reported on that, indicating a higher
maturity in our company sample.

Level 1: Examples Whittle et al. (2013, 2017) elicit from their in-
terviewees that, in contrast to code-level examples and case
studies, open-access and tool-specific model examples can rarely
be found online. Consequently, on the next higher maturity
level, there are well-proven examples accessible in the company
that can guide the modeling activities or serve as inspiration for
new modeling projects. For example, Int5 from the automotive
17

tool vendor / consulting company as well as Int10 and Int11 i
from the space / industry / innovation company mention this
approach.

Level 2: Expert teams Mohagheghi et al. (2009) propose to build
expert teams as part of the company to provide support in the
adoption of MBE. In this context, Baker et al. (2005) report on
such teams being a success factor in the application of MBE,
but they lack a description of how the teams provide support.
Consequently, on the highest maturity level, there are dedicated
modeling expert teams or departments. We observe that they
seem to follow two different approaches, depending on the
company culture:

Active modeling support In the first approach, the expert
teams provide dedicated and active modeling support
in the particular development projects. For example, FG
from multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1 reporting
about one of their customers as well as Int8 and Int9
from the printing company mention this approach. This
approach might be followed in rather collaborative or
agile companies.

Documentation and trainings In the second approach, such
expert teams comprehensively document modeling meth-
ods with, for example, modeling guidelines or handbooks
and complement such documentation with offers for mod-
eling trainings. For example, Int1 from corporation A, FG
from multi-sector tool vendor / consulting 1 reporting
about a different customer, Int3 from multi-sector tool
vendor / consulting 2, Int6 from the automotive OEM,
and Int7 from the automotive tier-1 supplier mention
this approach. The distribution of answers from our inter-
viewees indicates that this approach seems to be used in
regulated sectors. We believe that this might be related
to the fact that such sectors are in general heavy on
documentation.
Regarding trainings, Amorim et al. (2019) report that
they are absolutely essential. Furthermore, their inter-
viewees propose that domain-specific training examples
should be created to help the engineers understand mod-
eling concepts in their domain, and that technically pre-
pared people should conduct the trainings instead of sales
people from tool vendors. Hutchinson et al. (2011a,
2014) and Whittle et al. (2013, 2017) report that MBE
requires dedicated effort for the corresponding trainings.

Another factor influencing which approach to follow on this ma-
turity level could be scalability. That is, in large companies with
many parallel active development projects, the documentation
and training approach might scale better than the active mod-
eling support approach. However, the latter one might be more
effective during the solving of concrete modeling challenges due
to the direct collaboration.

For P5, several challenges indeed motivate an increased use of
xpert teams or at least well-documented modeling examples. Regard-
ng tool-specific challenges (see Section 5.3.1), the use of tool zoos,
ifficulties in model management, and long-term maintenance of mod-
ls all require mature modeling support. Similarly, lack of real-world
odeling skills, lack of modeling skills in domain experts, and lack of

nowledge on how to create understandable models (see Section 5.3.5)
all for sophisticated support. Finally, modeling support is a way to
lign the way of working over time, which relates to all three challenges

n Section 5.3.6.
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Regarding P5, we find evidence but also deviations from the state-
ment that MBE should be supported by expert teams. To be more
precise, we observe that the majority but not all companies in our
sample apply expert teams to institutionalize MBE. However, the
way how these teams provide their expertise can be distinguished
into active support and passive documentation plus trainings. The
companies that do not have expert teams at least share internally
best-practice examples, whereas we did not observe a company that
had no MBE institutionalization approach. We aggregate these ob-
servations to different maturity levels for the institutionalization of
MBE.

6.6. Long-term model maintenance

Proposition P6 states that the value of different kinds of models
changes throughout the different phases of the development lifecycle.
In our interview data, we find support for P6 regarding two dimensions,
a purpose and a temporal dimension. In terms of purpose, different
models are used at different points in time, for different reasons (see
Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.2). As such, the value of different models nat-
urally relates to the purpose and its connection to the development
lifecycle. For instance, an architectural model of the system under
development is valuable early on to plan work and decide on quality
attribute trade-offs. The same model can be used for change impact
assessment during software and system maintenance.

The temporal dimension relates to the value of the model as the sys-
tem evolves. That is, a model’s value might decrease if not updated (see
Section 5.3.2). Furthermore, changes in tooling might affect the value
of a model in case it can no longer be read, or if new tools do no longer
support certain tasks (such as code generation) (see Section 5.3.1). This
aspect is particularly important in case of long maintenance times (see
Section 5.3.1). Finally, external pressure might lead to shortcuts, thus
decreasing the value of models (see Section 5.3.3).

Both the purpose for which individual models are used, and how
they are maintained over time relate heavily to the development pro-
cess. Specifically, for an agile development process, organizations need
to decide whether models serve only a single purpose, or if they need
to be created in a more general fashion so that they might be re-used
for other purposes. Here, the Agile Manifesto advocates for maximizing
‘‘the work not done’’ (Beck et al., 2001). Similarly, for the temporal
dimension, models might be treated as temporary artifacts that are
discarded after use, similar to user stories. However, this clashes with
requirements for maintenance and with known issues in maintaining
product knowledge over time (Kasauli et al., 2021).

Regarding P6, we find evidence that the value of models changes
across different phases of the development lifecycle, depending on
their purpose and model maintenance over time.

.7. Standardized exchange formats allow using models as boundary objects

Forward and Lethbridge (2008) report that many of their practition-
rs complain that models cannot be exchanged between different tools,
nd Amorim et al. (2019) consequently emphasize the importance
f import and export features. Mohagheghi et al. (2013) report on
ssues that emerge when tool vendors do not strictly adhere to actually
tandardized exchange formats, and Mohagheghi and Dehlen (2008)
eport that one motivation for MBE is the existence of standardized
xchange formats.

In our study, many interviewees motivate the usage of certain
odeling languages based on the possibilities to use them as exchange

ormats for importing and exporting data, which stems from the (de
acto) standardization of some of these modeling languages (see Sec-
ions 5.1.6, 5.2.4 and 5.2.5). One of these languages is the AUTOSAR
18
architecture description language, which originates from the research
project EAST-EEA that ran from 2001 to 2004 (EAST-EEA Project
Consortium, 2018). This language also defines a standardized exchange
format, one of the main goals of the AUTOSAR initiative from its
inception (Pagel and Brörkens, 2006). In fact, many exchange formats
are outcomes of research projects (e.g., AMALTHEA data models from
the projects AMALTHEA(4public) AMALTHEA(4public) Project Consor-
tium, 2018 or the Functional Mock-up Interface standard from the
MODELISAR project MODELISAR Project Consortium, 2017) that are
very important for the industry and consequently one reason why such
projects get funded. Particularly, exchange formats are one building
block for the consolidation of tool chains, which we discuss in the
upcoming subsection.

Liebel and Knauss (2023) argued that requirements models in a case
company they investigated were used as boundary objects (Wohlrab
et al., 2019), that is, artifacts that can be used to communicate and
coordinate across different teams, disciplines, or even organizations,
collectively described as ‘‘methodological islands’’. We argue that the
use of languages that enables information exchange as described by our
participants enables the use of models for information exchange and
that the evidence we find in this study goes beyond the requirements
models described in the case by Liebel and Knauss (2023). As described
above, industrial de facto standards enable the exchange of information
and collaboration across organizational boundaries. Current develop-
ments such as digital twins (see, e.g., VanDerHorn and Mahadevan
(2021)) and asset administration shell (see, e.g., Ye et al. (2021)) – both
evolutions of MBE – are specifically designed around such information
exchange.

However, boundary objects as originally defined by Star and Griese-
mer (1989) and as used by Zaitsev et al. (2016) and Wohlrab et al.
(2020) to describe collaboration in software engineering require more
than the exchange of information: They also include a governance
structure where the parties involved in the collaboration agree on a
concrete way of maintaining and using the artifacts. Our interviewees
did not mention such governance structures. It seems like they are using
them mostly for unidirectional information exchange within a limited
scope where concepts are clearly defined. This is a somewhat more
reductive view of boundary objects and does not correspond fully to
the understanding expressed by Liebel and Knauss (2023).

Indeed, establishing such governance structures in particular in
situations where suppliers which are in competition need to collaborate
in a product for an OEM remain an open question. Schmelter et al.
(2023) address this by transferring the concepts of information sharing
management system, in particular of ‘‘Trusted Information Communi-
cation Entities’’ and ‘‘Warning, Advice and Reporting Points’’ from
ISO 27001 (ISO and IEC, 2022) to collaborative engineering. We be-
lieve that more such work is needed to transition from pure information
exchange to the use of models as boundary objects on a broader scale.

In terms of challenges, several of our findings motivate the use
of models as boundary objects. The existence of tool zoos and the
risk of outdated models (see Section 5.3.1) would both benefit from
defined boundary objects, including established governance structures.
Similarly, defining artifacts across organizational boundaries could help
to address a uniform way of working (i.e., the challenges that too
much tool choice exists), and automation requires a harmonized way
of working (see Section 5.3.6).

Regarding P7, we find evidence in our interviews that informa-
tion exchange across organizational boundaries using standardized
exchange formats plays an important role in MBE and models of
different kinds are involved in this. However, we do not observe the
governance structures associated with boundary objects.
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6.8. Additional propositions

Our original propositions were derived from the literature and
guided our research for RQ1 and RQ2. Thanks to the explorative nature
of our study, our data yielded two new propositions that were not
considered in related work and are hence not linked to our propositions.

6.8.1. Tool users vs. Tool vendors
As reported in Section 5.3.1, our interviews yield different points

of view contradicting each other when looking at companies that use
MBE tools and when looking at companies that develop such tools.

On the one hand, tool vendors face the difficulty of anticipating how
their tools are used. This is either due to the fact that they observe
only at certain synchronization points that their tools are used in a
different way than expected, or due to the fact that the tool users do
not want to share their way of working to protect their intellectual
property. We observed the latter issue also in different industrial set-
tings. Furthermore, Whittle et al. (2013, 2017) report that some tool
vendors do not open certain parts of their tools for customization due
to business reasons, and Amorim et al. (2019) report that tool vendors
often enforce tool-specific workflows with their tools.

On the other hand, tool users partially indicate a lack of trust in tool
vendors. That is, our interviewees do not trust that the tools are open
enough to be integrated in heterogeneous tool chains or are maintained
for long enough, and hence look for tools supporting standardized
exchange formats but also non-proprietary storage formats to be able to
access the data if tool support is discontinued. In this context, Forward
and Lethbridge (2008) report about tool users’ lack of trust in the
evolution of the modeling tools and in the long-term maintenance
support of the tool vendors. A switch to open-source solutions would
enable full control over such aspects (Ðurković et al., 2008), but none
of our interviewees mentioned the possibility of such a transition.

Thus, in our opinion, tool vendors and tool users should approach
one another and establish a more trustful relationship. A more collab-
orative and agile development approach as well as sharing data could
help in such an increase of trust.

P8: The relationship between tool vendors and their customers is
a key factor in whether tools are perceived as a challenge by
practitioners.

6.8.2. Influence of the modeling language design on processes or methods
In our analysis, we were struck by the statement made by Int4

and reported in Section 5.2.4 that a modeling language can enforce an
early design decision. In the concrete case, Int4 stated that the use of
AUTOSAR enforces specific design decisions very early on. AUTOSAR
supports two variants: The classical and the adaptive variant (Fürst
and Bechter, 2016). Since both variants have significant differences in
terms of which aspects can be modeled (e.g., only Adaptive AUTOSAR
supports Ethernet for communication, but only Classic AUTOSAR sup-
ports hard real-time constraints), the choice of concrete variant and
therefore modeling language is dependent on many design choices that
might not have been made when the first models need to be created.
According to Int4, they therefore prefer UML as it allows focusing on
hardware-independent software application functionality.

This shows that modeling language design can influence the process
nd when certain design decisions need to be made. Interestingly, in
iterature, the language itself is rarely the focus. Instead, the influence
f tools on the process is discussed (see, e.g., Whittle et al. (2013,
017)). There is very little work on how to choose an appropriate
odeling language. Giraldo et al. (2021) is an exception to this. The

uthors describe several language quality aspects and include ‘‘suit-
bility of the approach regarding the application domain’’. This might
19

it the problem discussed here, but does not explicitly include when d
design decisions need to be made. Other literature focuses on choosing
a suitable notation (Meliá et al., 2016) or on the user experience of
modeling with the language (Abrahão et al., 2017).

We believe that this aspect has not been a major concern in previous
works since the situation where there is a choice between two different
languages that offer different features and that impact the degrees of
freedom in the design is rare. In most cases, we posit that engineers
have no choice at all (e.g., because a standard or a supplier prescribes
the language), or that possible choices are not considered (e.g., because
of company policy, existing tooling, familiarity with a language).

P9: The constraints imposed by a modeling language can have a
direct impact on the freedom of engineers to make design decisions.

.9. Answering the RQs

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we regarded the seven propositions in
able 1, where P1 to P5 addressed RQ1 and P6 and P7 regarded RQ1.
ince RQ3 was more exploratory, we did not use propositions to address
t. In the following, we will summarize our findings and answer the
esearch questions.

Q1: How is MBE aligned with the development process? Overall, we
id not find evidence that there is a misalignment between MBE and
stablished development processes. Our respondents stated that MBE
s often not mentioned in higher-level process descriptions (P2) and
hat MBE practices are successfully used in agile development processes
P3). The alignment of tools to the development process occurs in both
irections, with the bargaining power of the organization towards the
ool vendors being a decisive factor (P1). Safety and process standards
re the main driver for adopting MBE (P4). Expert teams support
he institutionalization of MBE practices, but there are widely varying
egrees of how this is handled in practice (P5).

Q2: How and why are which model(ing) kinds, languages, and tools ap-
lied in different phases of the development process? In general, many of
ur interviewees mention the usage of de facto standard modeling lan-
uages like UML and SysML due to tool availability and sector-specific
anguages like AUTOSAR due to standardized exchange formats. With
egard to languages and tools, we observe that the value of different
inds of models and therefore also of languages and tools evolves
uring the development lifecycle (P6). One driver for selecting different
ypes of languages is the use of models for information exchange across
rganizational boundaries (P7).

Q3: What are practitioners’ challenges and needs regarding the align-
ent of MBE with development processes? We report several challenges

hat relate to aligning MBE and development processes. The over-
ll categories we find resonate well with existing work, for exam-
le, on tool-specific modeling challenges, resistance to adopt MBE, or
ducation-related challenges. However, we add depth to these cate-
ories. For instance, the angle of distinguishing tool-related challenges
f users and vendors of modeling tools is novel. Similarly, while exist-
ng work has already reported that MBE and agile development are not
onflicting, our challenges allow for a nuanced view, by highlighting
hat time pressure, lack of sophisticated tools supporting MBE, and a
ack of knowledge in creating understandable models can hinder an
gile way of working.

. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we presented a qualitative multiple-case study on
he alignment and interplay of MBE and the development processes
ts application is embedded in. We conducted the study with nine
ompanies operating in heterogeneous industry sectors and collected
ata from 12 interviews with 14 persons. Our goal was to understand
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how MBE is anchored in the development processes and to investigate
the social and organizational aspects that processes intrinsically entail.
In this context, we complement related work that partially touches such
aspects but does not focus on them.

Our data yields one confirmation of related work results: The value
of certain models changes over time (cf. P6 in Table 1).

Moreover, our data partially confirmed some further related work
results but added more details that were not considered by related
studies:

1. Processes or tools have to be adapted to fit each other (cf. P1),
but larger companies have more leverage and money to influ-
ence and steer tool adaptations than smaller companies.

2. The application of MBE and development processes are inde-
pendent of each other (cf. P2), and process-mature companies
deliberately exploit this proposition to separate tool-specific and
thereby often updated modeling method guidelines from tool-
agnostic and therefore long-living process descriptions.

3. Regulations and de facto standards push MBE (cf. P4), but in-
dustrial de facto standards also influence the choice of modeling
languages.

4. Not every company applying MBE employs expert teams, but if
they do, the expert teams support either actively in projects or
passively through documentation and training (cf. P5).

5. Whereas exchange formats play an important role in MBE, the
governance of the exchanged artifacts does not seem to be a
focus of our respondents (cf. P7).

Finally, our data contradicts the proposition P3: Agile development
rocesses and MBE does not impede each other for our company sam-
le, although the way toward a successful combination is not always
traightforward. In this context, one company even stated that Agile
as the reason for introducing MBE.

Beyond that, we yielded new findings thanks to the exploratory
ature of our study:

1. Tool vendors face the difficulty of anticipating how their tools
are used, and tool users partially indicate a lack of trust in tool
vendors — resulting in a dysfunctional mutual relationship.

2. The design of modeling languages can influence the processes
or methods by requiring design decisions that are potentially
enforced at the wrong point in time in certain process or method
steps.

We propose that future work should explore how MBE integrates
nto contemporary development processes. As our findings indicate,
arious critical factors exist that do not directly relate to models and
odeling notations themselves, but rather to organizational factors,

upport tools such as version control or static (model) analysis, and so-
iotechnical factors such as modeling education and training. Further-
ore, as many decisions require trade-offs in practice, we encourage

xploring these factors in a collaborative manner with industry.
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